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Preface
This text serves to introduce Mechatronics with Propeller Board of Education (BOE) and
Propeller Activity Board as microcontrollers. These boards will be used to design and test
systems with sensors, actuators, and C programming.
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Chapter 1 Propeller C - Set Up SimpleIDE [1, 7]
SimpleIDE is an open source C programming tool for Propeller Microcontroller. It's designed to
be easy for beginners to use, yet also includes features that experienced programmers will
appreciate.
1-1 Connect Your Board & Run a Test Program
 Connect your Propeller Board of Education or other Propeller board to your computer's USB
port with a USB A to Mini-B cable.

 Turn on your board's power switch. The Propeller BOE or Propeller Activity Board has a 3position switch, you can set it to 1 or 2. The switch position1 will power the microcontroller
and the sockets alongside the white breadboard while the position 2 will power the 3-pin
headers above the breadboard.
Run SimpleIDE from the desktop icon, or the Start menu.
Use the COM port dropdown in SimpleIDE's upper-right corner to select the COM port your
board is connected to. If you're not sure which one it is, unplug your board, and click the
COM port dropdown again and check which one disappeared. Plug your board back in and
select the port that reappears.
Simple Hello Message
 Click the New Project button.
 Create a folder as MECH104_Yourname.
 Type Hello Message as Project Name.

 When SimpleIDE opens a new project as Hello Message, type the following program:
/*
Hello Message.c
*/
#include "simpletools.h"
int main()
{
print("Hello!!!");
}

 Click the Run with Terminal button (
shown in the picture below.

•
•
•

// Include simple tools
// Main function

), and verify that the "Hello!" message appears as

The print("Hello!!!") makes the Propeller chip send its message to your
computer through its programming port. The SimpleIDE terminal displays the message
on your computer screen.
The print("Hello!!!") is followed by a semicolon ;. The semicolon is what tells
the PropGCC compiler that it has reached the end of an instruction statement.
The print statement is inside curly braces {} below main(), and so we call it part of
the main function’s code block. A C program always starts with the first statement in
the main function.

•

•

print is also a function, but it is stored in other files called library files. Later on, you
will get to search for libraries that contain useful functions to add to your own
projects. For now, just keep in mind that your program needs #include
"simpletools.h" because it has information about print, and many other useful
functions.
The function print is not an ANSI standard C–compiler function. The standard I/O
functions are defined in stdio.h. For the output, you can use “stdio.h” library as
in:
/*
Hello Project.c with stdio.h
*/
#include "simpletools.h" // Include simple tools
#include <stdio.h>
int main() // Main function
{
printf("Hello!!!, with stdio.h library\n");
print("Hello again with simpletools.h library\n");
}

•

If you run this program, you would see the output as

Try This
The program has one statement: print("Hello!!!");. Let’s save this project under a
new name, and add a second print statement.
 Click the Save Project As button.
 Type Hello Again into the File Name field.
 Click the Save button.
 Close Hello Mesaage” project and open Hello Again.
 Modify “Hello.c” so that it looks like this:
/*
HelloAgain.c
*/
#include “simpletools.h” // Include simple tools
int main() // Main function
{
print(“Hello!!!\n”);
print(“Hello again!!! \n”); // add this line
}

•
•

 Click the Run with Terminal button, and observe the output.
 What effect does the \n have? Delete \n, then run the program a third time.
 SimpleIDE saves your program each time it compiles. As you progress through these
tutorials you will notice that we ask you to save a new copy of any program you’ll be
modifying to prevent you from overwriting the original project with one you have
changed.
C is case-sensitive — You have to use the correct capitalization when programming in
C.
Comments are notes about your code that help explain it to other people that have to work
with it. Also, it is good to leave comments as notes to yourself about what you were
doing in case you need a reminder days (or months or years) later.
 If you want to comment all or part of a single line, use two forward slashes
//. Everything to the right of // will be ignored by the C compiler.
 Block comments can span multiple lines. They start with /* and end with */, and
everything in between will be ignored by the C compiler.

1.2 Variables and Math


Variables are named sections of memory that make it possible for your program to
“remember” values. Your program can also use them in math expressions to perform
calculations.
 Click the New Project button.
 Navigate to … MECH104_yourname folder.
 Type Variables and Calculations as Project Name.
 When SimpleIDE opens a new project as Variables and Calculations, type the
following program:

/*
Variables and Calculations.c
Add two integer values together and display the result.
*/
#include “simpletools.h”

// Include simpletools

int main()
{
int a = 25;
int b = 17;
int c = a + b;
print(“c = %d “, c);
}

// main function
//
//
//
//

Initialize a variable
Initialize b variable
Initialize c variable
Display decimal value

 Run the Program by clicking the Run with Terminal button(
actual output to your predicted output
•

to
to
to
of

25
17
a + b
c

), and compare the

Variables and Calculations.c declares an integer variable named a and assigns it the value
25 with int a = 25. Then, it declares a second variable named b and initializes it to

•

17 with int b = 17. The last integer variable it declares is named c, and stores the
result of a + b in it.
• Finally, it displays the value of c with print(“c = %d”, c). This variation on
print displays a sequence of characters called a string, followed by a variable. The %d is
called a format placeholder, and it tells print how to display the value stored in that
variable as a decimal number, 42 in this case.
The term + is a binary operator, meaning that it performs an operation on two
inputs. Examples of binary operators include:
+
–
*
/
%

Add
Subtract
Multiply
Divide
Modulus (remainder of a division calculation)

Try This
 Modify Variables and Calculations.c as:
/*
Binary Operators.c
*/
#include "simpletools.h"

// Include simpletools

int main() // main function
{
int a = 25;
// Initialize a variable to 25
int b = 17;
// Initialize b variable to 17
int c = a + b;
// Initialize c variable to a + b
print("a = %d, b = %d\n",a,b); // <-- add
print("a + b = %d \n", c);
// <-- Modify
c = a - b;
// <-- add
print("a - b = %d\n",c);
// <-- add
print("a %% 3 = %d\n", a%3); // <-- add
print("a %% 5 = %d\n",a%5);
// <-- add
}

1.3 Floating Point Math
So far, these lessons have processed integers values, which encompass negative and positive
counting values. C language also handles floating point values, which allow you to process
numbers with a decimal point and one or more digits to the right, much as a calculator does.
Since the number of digits to the left or right of the decimal point is flexible, the decimal point's
position can “float” from one position to another as needed.
 Click the New Project button.
 Navigate to … MECH104_yourname folder.
 Type Floating Point Calculations as Project Name.

 When SimpleIDE opens a new project as Floating Point Calculations, type the
following program:
/*
Floating Point Calculations.c
Calculate and display circumference of a circle of radius = 1.0.
*/
#include "simpletools.h"
// Include simpletools
int main()
// main function
{
float r = 1.0;
// Set radius to 1.0
float c = 2.0 * PI * r; // Calculate circumference
print("circumference = %f \n", c); // Display circumference
}

•

•
•
•

This program knows that PI ≈ 3.1415926... because it is defined in the simpletools
library. Inside the main function, a floating point variable named r is initialized to
1.0 with float r = 1.0.
After that, the circumference is calculated with c = 2.0 * PI * r.
Then, print("circumference = %f \n", c) displays the floating point value
stored in c. Notice the new format placeholder: %f for a floating point value.
You can declare different variable types that can store different sizes and types of
numbers.
signed char
-127 to 127
char

0 to 255

int

-2,147,483,647 to 2,147,483,647

unsigned int

0 to 4,294,967,295

long

same as int

unsigned long

same as unsigned int

float

approx: 3.410-38 to 3.41038 with 6 digits of precision

Try This
 Let’s try calculating the area of a circle with a = π×r2, which is PI * r * r.
 Use Save Project As to save your project as More Floating Point.side
 Modify the main loop by adding the four statements at the end of the main function
shown below.
int main()
{
float r = 1.0;
float c = 2.0 * PI * r;
print("circumference = %f \n", c);
float a = PI*r*r;
print("area = %f\n",a);
a = PI*pow(r,2);

// main function
// Set radius to 1.0
// Calculate circumference
// Display circumference
//<-- add
//<-- add
//<-- add

print("area = %f\n",a);

//<-- add

}

 Compare the Propeller result against your calculated result.
 Try changing the radius to 3 and repeat.
1.4 Array Variables
A variable array is a group of variables stored under the same name but with different index
values. In the array declaration and initialization example below, you can think of the index
value as the position of a specific variable in the list.
int p[] = {1, 2, 3, 5, 7, 11};
Each array element has a name (which is p in this example, the same as the array name) and
an index (between brackets) that makes it possible to select an element.
This declaration sets aside six variables, each storing a prime number. This array has been
initialized so that the p[0] array element stores 1. Likewise, the p[1] element stores 2. It
continues for the rest of the array elements: p[2] stores 3, p[3] stores 5, p[4] stores 7, and
p[5] stores 11.
 Click the New Project button.
 Navigate to … MECH104_yourname folder.
 Type Array Variables as Project Name.
 When SimpleIDE opens a new project as Array Variables, type the following program:
/*
Array Variables.c
Declare and initialize an array and display a couple of its elements.
*/
#include "simpletools.h"

// Include simpletools

int main()
{
int p[] = {1, 2, 3, 5, 7, 11};
print("p[0] = %d\n", p[0]);
print("p[3] = %d\n", p[3]);
}

// main function
// Initialize the array
// Display what p[0] stores
// Display what p[3] stores

 int p[] = {1, 2, 3, 5, 7, 11} initializes an array named p with a list of
numbers between braces { }.
 You can declare an array with six elements, but without initializing the values, like this:
int p[6];
Try This

Here is an example that shows how the value of an array element can be reassigned. Take a
look at the second to last statement in the main function. It’s p[3] = 101. After that,
print("p[3] = %d\n", p[3]) will allow you to verify that the new value p[3] stores
is 101.
 Click the Save Project As button and save your project as Array Variable Reassignment.
 Modify the program using the example below. (Just add the last two lines.)
int main()
{
int p[] = {1,
print("p[0] =
print("p[3] =
p[3] = 101;
print("p[3] =

// main function
2, 3, 5, 7, 11};
%d\n", p[0]);
%d\n", p[3]);
%d\n", p[3]);

// Initialize the array
// Display what p[0] stores
// Display what p[3] stores
//<- add
//<- add

}

 Click the Run Project with Terminal button, and verify that the program starts with p[3]
being 5, and that it reassigns it to 101.
1.5 Make a Decision
A common program decision is what to do with an output, such as a light, speaker or motor,
based on one or more inputs, such as measurements from sensors.
Next, we will look at some example programs that make decisions based on the values stored
by certain variables. After you are through with this primer and into programs for simple
circuits, you will see many examples of decisions based on sensor inputs.
 Click the New Project button.
 Navigate to … MECH104_yourname folder.
 Type Make a Decision as Project Name.
 When SimpleIDE opens a new project as Make a Decision, type the following program:
/*

Make a Decision.c
If a condition is true, display a second message. */
#include "simpletools.h"
// Include simpletools
int main()
// main function
{
int a = 25;
// Initialize a variable to 25
int b = 17;
// Initialize b variable to 17
print("a = %d, b = %d\n", a, b);
// Print all
if(a > b)
// If a > b condition is true
{
print("a is larger \n"); // ...then print this message
}
}

 If a is greater than b, it will print the second message. If it’s equal to or less than b, it
will not print the message.

•

The

> symbol is called a relational operator. Here is a list of relational operators and
their meanings:
==
!=
>
>=
<
<=
•

Equal to
Not equal to
Greater than
Greater than or equal to
Less than
Less than or equal to

In C language, the expression a > b returns 0 if its false (a is not really greater than
b) or 1 if it’s true (a is greater than b). So, in if(a > b){...}, the block of code
inside the braces gets executed when a > b evaluates to 1, as in if(1)
{...}. The code block does not get executed if a > b returns 0, as in
if(0){...}.

Try This
 Try changing a to –25 and b to –17.
 Think about which number is larger.
 Re-run the program and check the result.
1.6 Make Several Decisions
Make a Decision introduced the if statement, where a code block gets executed if if
statement is true. If a program has multiple if statements that are true, more than one code
block might get executed. But sometimes, you might only want one code block to execute based
on a list of conditions. For example, let’s say we want one message when a is greater than b, a
different message when a is less than b, and a third message if a is equal to b. Another
example you might see later is a robot with two contact sensors. It needs to back up and turn in
different directions depending on whether both sensors are pressed, or just the left, or just the
right.
 Click the New Project button.
 Navigate to … MECH104_yourname folder.
 Type Decision Chain as Project Name.
 When SimpleIDE opens a new project as Decision Chain, type the following program:
/* Decision Chain.c
Check a series of conditions, but only act on the first one that's true.*/
#include "simpletools.h"
// Include simpletools
int main()
// main function
{
pause(1000);
// Wait 1 s for computer connection
int a = 25;
// Initialize a variable to 25
int b = 17;
// Initialize b variable to 17
print("a = %d, b = %d\n", a, b); // Print all
if(a > b) // If a > b condition is true

{
print("a is larger \n"); // Then print this message
}
else if (a < b)
// a > b not true? check a < b
{
print("b is larger \n"); // If true, print this instead
}
else // Nothing else true?
{
print("a equals b"); // Print this
}
}

 The if...else if...else statement first checks if a is greater than b with if(a
> b). If it is, then the print("a is larger \n") gets executed. An important
point here is that it skips checking any of the other conditions in the statement and moves
on to whatever code might be below the else{...} block.
 Now, if a is not greater than b, it does not execute print("a is larger \n")
and instead moves on to check the next condition: if a is less than b with if(a <
b){...}. If that’s true, it’ll print that message instead.
 If that’s not true either, the code will move on to the else condition, which is an
optional catch-all if nothing else is true.
Try This
There are two else if conditions in the if...else if...else block
below. The first one checks for a special condition, which is when b has reached or exceeded
1000. In this case, the program just displays a warning message. However in other applications
such as a robot or factory equipment, if might have lots more code for remedying that special
condition. Now, if b is greater than a, but it’s not equal to 1000, the code just displays the
standard message.
 Click the Save Project As button and save your project as Decision Chain Add Else If.
 Add the new else if code block in the excerpt below.
if(a > b)
// If a > b condition is true
{
print("a is larger \n"); // Then print this message
}
else if(b == 1000)
//<- add
{
//<- add
print("WARNING, b is 1000 \n");
//<- add
}
//<- add
else if (a < b) // a > b not true? check a < b
{
print("b is larger \n"); // If true, print this instead
}
else // Nothing else true?
{

print("a equals b"); // Print this
}

 Change b to 1000 and click the Run Project with Console button to verify the result.
 Change b to 999 and re-run the program. Did the SimpleIDE terminal for both cases
match your expectations?
1.7 Make Complicated Decisions
Your programs will often need to decide what to do based on if one condition AND another
condition are true. Another thing your code might need to check for is if one condition OR
another condition is true. For this, we need logical operators:
&&
||
!





Checks for if one condition AND another condition
Checks if one condition OR another condition is true
Inverts the result from true to false (1 to 0) or vice-versa

Click the New Project button.
Navigate to … MECH104_yourname folder.
Type Decide on Multiple Conditions as Project Name.
When SimpleIDE opens a new project as Decide on Multiple Conditions, type the
following program:
/*

Decide on Multiple Conditions.c
Make a decision based on two conditions. */
#include "simpletools.h"
// Include simpletools
int main() // main function
{
int a = 100;
// Initialize a variable to 25
int b = 17;
// Initialize b variable to 17
print("a = %d, b = %d\n", a, b); // Print all
if((a > b) && (a == 100)) // If a > b AND A == 100
{
print("a is larger than b,\n"); // Then print this message
print("AND a is 100!\n"); // Then print this message
}
}

 The statement if((a > b) && (a == 100){...} translates to “if a is
greater than b AND a is equal to 100 then, do what’s in the braces.”

1.8 Code That Repeats (while loop)
Sometimes we need to be able to program our Propeller to repeat certain operations. This is
useful for simple things, such as blinking a light, and more complex tasks, such as robotic sensor
navigation.

Blocks of repeating code are called loops. The C while loop can be set up to repeat a
code block while some condition is true. A while loop can also be set up to repeat endlessly,
but there is a trick for escaping endless loops as well. Let's try all of these.
 Click the New Project button.
 Navigate to … MECH104_yourname folder.
 Type Repeat While as Project Name.
 When SimpleIDE opens a new project as Repeat While, type the following program:
/*
Repeat While.c
Keep displaying n = n + 5 every fifth of a second while n < 100.
*/
#include "simpletools.h"

// Include simpletools

int main()
// main function
{
int n = 0;
// Declare n, initialize to zero
while(n < 100)
// Repeat while n less than 100
{
print("n = %d\n", n);
// Display name & value of n
n = n + 5;
// Add 5 to n each time through
pause(200); // 0.2 s between repetitions
}
print("All done!");
// Display all done
}

 Inside main, a variable n is declared and initialized to zero. Then, while (n <
100) starts a loop that will keep repeating the code block below it as long as (n <
100) is true.
 Each time through the loop, n = n +5 increases the value of n and then a print
displays the new value in the SimpleIDE terminal.
 Eventually, n = 100 so (n < 100) is no longer true. At that point, the code
execution skips to the first instruction below the while loop's code block. In this case,
it's print("All done!");.


Keep in mind that conditions like a < b and n < 100 evaluate to 1 if they are true or 0 if
they are false. Like if statements, while statements execute their code block when the
condition is 1, or really any value other than zero.

Try this – Break Out of Endless loop
 If you change while(n < 100) to while(1), you’ll have an endless loop.
 Even an endless loop doesn’t have to be endless thanks to the C language’s break
keyword.
 Click the Save Project As button and save your project as Repeat Endless.
 Change while(n < 100) to while(1).
 Run the modified program and verify that it just keeps going, and going, and going...

 Even an endless loop doesn’t have to be endless thanks to the C language’s break
keyword.
 Add if(n == 50) break; inside the while loop's code block.
 Test and verify that the program breaks out of the loop when n reaches 50.
1.9 Counting Loops (for loop)
A for loop repeats a block of code, but it’s more configurable than a while loop. A
for loop is also the preferred tool for counting tasks. while loops are better for repeating
something “while” a condition is true. In contrast, for loops are better for repeating a block a
certain number of times.
 Click the New Project button.
 Navigate to … MECH104_yourname folder.
 Type Count to Ten as Project Name.
 When SimpleIDE opens a new project as Count to Ten, type the following program:
/*
Count to Ten.c
Count to ten in SimpleIDE Terminal.
*/
#include "simpletools.h"
// Include simpletools
int main()
{
for(int n = 1; n <= 10; n++)
{
print("n = %d\n", n);
pause(500);
}
print("All done!");
}

•

•

// Count to ten
// Display name & value of n
// 0.5 s between reps
// Display all done

The for statement has three parameters:
for(start index; condition; increment).
 start index – typically a variable that is assigned an initial value where the counting starts
 condition – a condition that has to be true for the loop to repeat
 increment – an operation that should be performed on the index variable with each loop
repetition
Increment operators — The ++ operator is called an increment operator. Although
increment and decrement operators are especially useful in for loops, they can be used as
shortcuts in many parts of your programs.
++
––

•

// main function

add 1 to a variable
subtract 1 from a variable

Assignment operators — There are also some useful shortcuts for assigning values to
variables. For example, instead of n = n + 5, you can use n += 5. As you might expect

there are, shortcuts for subtraction –=, multiplication *=, division /=, and modulus
(remainder) %=. These are called the assignment forms of the operators.
1.10 Index Array Variables
A great use of for loops is performing operations on elements in an array variable. The
for loop can increment through the array's index values to access each element of the array in
succession.
 Click the New Project button.
 Navigate to … MECH104_yourname folder.
 Type Index Array Variables as Project Name.
 When SimpleIDE opens a new project as Index Array Variables, type the following
program:
/*

Index Array Variables.c
Use a for loop to display all the elements in an array.

*/

#include "simpletools.h" // Include simpletools
int main()
// main function
{
int p[] = {1, 2, 3, 5, 7, 11}; // Initialize the array
for(int i = 0; i < 6; i++)
// Count i from 0 to 5
{
print("p[%d] = %d\n", i, p[i]); // Display array element & value
pause(500);
// 1/2 second pause
}
}

•

sizeof — C has a unary operator called sizeof that returns the number of bytes consumed
by an object in memory, such as an array.
 In the example program above, we knew our array had 6 elements, so we used i < 6 as the
for loop's condition to access all of the elements in the p array.
 But what if we didn't know how many elements were in the p array? Here's a for loop
that would work:
for(int i = 0; i < sizeof(p)/sizeof(int); i++)
 Here, sizeof(p) gets the total number of bytes in the array. sizeof(int) gets the
number of bytes used by one int element in the array.
 So, sizeof(p)/sizeof(int) equals the number of elements in the array.

1.11 Variable Values and Addresses
Up to now, we have been dealing with what values variables store, but there are some useful
functions that need to know where the values are stored instead. So, to get ready for activities
that use those kind of functions, let’s look at a simple way to get the variable’s address in RAM –
by preceding it with the & operator.

Test Code
Here is an example where a print statement displays the value an int variable (that is
named variable), and another print statement displays the address where that value is
stored, with &variable. After changing variable’s value, a fifth print displays the
variable’s new value, but the sixth - eighth print (again with &variable) shows that the
address has not changed.
 Click the New Project button.
 Navigate to … MECH104_yourname folder.
 Type Variable Value and Address as Project Name.
 When SimpleIDE opens a new project as Variable Value and Address, type the
following program:
/* Variable Value and Address.c
Display a variable’s value and its address. */
#include "simpletools.h" // Include simpletools library
int main() // Main function
{
int variable = 123; // Declare/initialize variable
print("variable value = %d \n", variable); // Display variable value
// Display variable address in decimal
print("variable address = %d \n", &variable);
// Display variable address in hex
print("variable address = %x \n", &variable);
// Display variable address in binary
print("variable address = %b \n", &variable);
variable = 4321;
print("\nvariable value
print("variable address
print("variable address
print("variable address
}

=
=
=
=

%d
%d
%x
%b

\n",
\n",
\n",
\n",

variable); // Display variable value
&variable); // in Decimal
&variable); // in hex
&variable); // in binary




Click the Run with Terminal button.
Verify that the SimpleIDE Terminal display resembles as:



After setting the variable’s value to something different, print("variable
value
= %d \n", variable) displays the new value, but
print("variable address = %d \n", &variable) shows that the
variable’s address is unchanged.



The addresses in Propeller Main RAM are expressed as byte addresses. It is the number of
bytes from the start of Main RAM.



This approach works for most variable types, including int, short, byte, and
float.



The & operator can also be used to get addresses of array elements. For example, with the
array:
int array[5] = {11, 13, 17, 19, 23};
…your code could get the address of the fourth element (containing 19) with
&array[3]. Here is an example of a print statement that displays it:
print("array[3] address = %d \n", &array[3]);



There is more than one way to get the zeroth element’s address (containing 11). Although
code can use &array[0], it’s more common to just use array. So, these two print
statements do exactly the same thing:
// Display address of array[0]
print("array[0] address = %d \n", &array[0]);
print("array[0] address = %d \n", array);

// Display it again

Each element in an int array has 4 bytes, so the address of the second element will be 4
higher than the address of the first element, and so on. A char array would be different
since each element only has one byte. So, each element’s address only increases by one over
the previous element.
Try This
Let’s prove that each array element takes four bytes, and also that array can be used
interchangeably with &array[0] to get the starting address of an array.
 Use the Save Project As button to save a copy of your project named Array Values
and Addresses.
 Modify the variable declaration and main function to make your code match what is
shown below.
/*
Array Values and Addresses.c
Display the value and address of each element in an array.
*/
#include "simpletools.h"
int array[5] = {11, 13, 17, 19, 23};
int main()
{
print("array start address = %d \n\n", array);
for(int i = 0; i < 5; i++)
{
print("array[%d] = %d\n", i,array[i]);
print("&array[%d] = %d\n",i,&array[i]);
}
}

1.12 Get Values From Terminal
Now that we know how to get variable addresses, let’s try passing them a function that can
do something useful with them. In this activity, you will use the scan function to receive a
value you type into SimpleIDE Terminal.
The scan function allows you to type values into the SimpleIDE Terminal. It can then
convert the characters you type into the value those numbers represent. For example, after
displaying “Enter reps: “ using a print function call, your code can then make a scan function
call to load the number you typed into a variable.
 Click the New Project button.
 Navigate to … MECH104_yourname folder.
 Type Scan to Int as Project Name.
 When SimpleIDE opens a new project as Scan to Int, type the following program:
// Scan to Int.c
#include "simpletools.h" // Include simpletools library
int reps; // Declare variable named reps
int main() // Main function
{
print("Enter reps: "); // User prompt to enter reps
scan("%d", &reps); // Scan reps user types
print("\nCounting to %d\n", reps); // Display value scanned
for(int n = 1; n <= reps; n++) // Count to value scanned
{
print("i = %d\n", n); // Display each step
}
print("\nDone!"); // Display when done
}

 The scan function takes keyboard input from the SimpleIDE Terminal and uses it to set
one or more values in one or more variables.
 This scan function has a formatting string with %d, which tells it to store the decimal
integer conversion of the characters you type.
 The second argument in the function call is &reps, which tells the scan function the
address of the variable where you want the result.
 That’s the way the scan function is designed – instead of a variable value, it needs a
variable address to do its job.
 After scan has stored the value at a variable’s address, like &reps, the reps variable
stores the value. So, your code can do things like print("reps = %d\n", reps)
to display the value of reps, and for(int n = 1; n <= reps; n++), which
uses the value of reps to limit how high the for… loop counts.
 The scan function is part of the simpletools library. It is similar to the C language
stdio library’s scanf. We use simpletools with the propeller because it takes
less memory with code that uses floating point variables. The print function is also
part of simpletools, and similar to printf from the stdio library.
 The scan function’s formatting flags have the same meanings as their print
equivalents:

%d – Decimal integer
%f – floating point value
%c – character
%s – string



Values input with %d terminate with the first non-numeric character.
The scan function terminates with \n regardless of whether you add it to the format
string.

 For example, scan("%d%d", &startVal, &endVal) will take two values that
have to be separated by at least one non-numeric character, and the scan call itself gets
completed by \n. You could input 123, followed by a space, then 127, then press the
Enter key. But, you could also type abcdef123ghijklm127opq followed by the Enter key,
and the results would be the same: startVal would store 123 and endVal would
store 127.
Your Turn
Write a program to get two integer values (startVal, endVal) from keyboard and to
display those two values. And then these two values will control the for… loop counts from
the start value to the end value.
Your SimpleIDE Terminal is going to look like:

Since scan can be kind of tricky with the scan function’s rule set, let’s try functions from
the simpletools library with a simpler set of rules for getting values from the SimpleIDE
Terminal. The getDec function does not require pointers, and terminates with a press of the
Enter key (meaning that instead of adding a space between each number as you have been doing,
you would press enter instead). So, you could replace the scan code block from the Try This
section with code that uses getDec, and end up with the same output in your Terminal
Window. For demonstration, Scan to Inc.c is modified as:
/*
Modified Scan to Int.c
*/
#include "simpletools.h" // Include simpletools library
int reps; // Declare variable named reps

int main() // Main function
{
putStr("Enter reps: "); // User prompt to enter reps
reps = getDec(); // Scan reps user types
putStr("\nCounting to "); // Display value scanned
putDec(reps);
putStr("\n");
for(int n = 1; n <= reps; n++) // Count to value scanned
{
putStr("i = ");
putDec(n); // Display each step
putStr("\n");
}
}

1.13 Get Text from Terminal
In Get Values from Terminal, numbers were entered into the SimpleIDE Terminal and stored
in variables. In case you were wondering if something similar can be done with text, the answer
is yes.
A sequence of characters is commonly referred to as a character string, and it is often
shortened to just string or strings when referring to more than one. Strings are typically stored in
character arrays, and the addresses of the first elements of arrays that contain strings are used for
both getting text from the SimpleIDE Terminal and also displaying it.
In addition to entering and displaying strings this activity will introduce one of the many C
standard library string handling features, for making comparisons with a password checker.
 Click the New Project button.
 Navigate to … MECH104_yourname folder.
 Type Get Text as Project Name.
 When SimpleIDE opens a new project as Get Text, type the following program:
/*
Get Text.c
*/
#include "simpletools.h" // Include simpletools library
char text[16]; // Declare character array
int main() // Main function
{
print("Enter some text: "); // User prompt

getStr(text, 15); // Tet string, max 15 characters
print("You typed: %s \n", text); // Display the characters
}

 This code declares a char (short for character) array with 16 elements. That is 16 byte
element, each of which can contain a value in the 0 to 255 range. The values that
correspond with printed characters will all be in the 32 to 126 range (ASCII table 0 –
127).
 After a user prompt to type some characters and press Enter, the getStr(text, 15)
function passes the text array’s starting address, and limits the total characters entered to
15. If you want to enter fewer than 15 characters, make sure to press Enter to terminate
the getStr function. The getStr function will also self-terminate when you type the
15th character.
 Why does getStr stop at 15 characters and not 16? Given the size of the text array,
you might be wondering why getStr limits the characters entered to 15 and not 16. It
is because C language strings are zero-terminated, meaning there has to be a zero after
the last character. The getStr function automatically appends the text you have typed
with a zero. So, if there is a char array with 16 elements, there’s enough room for 15
characters and one zero-terminator.
 After typing the text, this print function then displays it. The formatting string has %s
indicating that it has to print a zero-terminated string. Since %s is the first formatting
flag, the first argument has to have the starting address of an array that contains the
characters.
print("You typed: %s \n", text);

 The three lines of code below all declare the same char array with 8 elements that stores
the characters abc123, followed by a zero. A sequence of characters followed by a zero
is commonly called a zero-terminated string. Even the first declaration, which uses
quotes to define the array elements, automatically appends a zero to array[7]. So,
there are seven characters, plus a zero terminator that’s built-in.
char pass[8] = {"abc 123"};
char pass[8] = {'a', 'b', 'c', ' ', '1', '2', '3', '\0'};
char pass[8] = {97, 98, 99, 32, 49, 50, 51, 0};



The simpletools library also includes the string standard C library. One of the functions in
the string library is strcmp. The strcmp function takes the starting addresses of two zeroterminated strings stored in two character arrays, and returns a zero if they match, or nonzero
if they do not match. Here is an example that prints “Same!” because the two strings match.
if(strcmp(pass, text) == 0)
print("Same!");
else
print("Different!");



The strcmp(pass, text) == 0 comparison returns 1 if it’s true, or 0 if it’s false. An
if statement executes its code block if the comparison returns nonzero. The logical not !
operator changes zero to 1, and any nonzero value to 0. So, here is an equivalent statement
in a style you are likely to see in published C language examples:
if(!strcmp(pass, text))
print("Same!");
else
print("Different!");

 If they match, strcmp returns 0, and the ! operator changes it to 1, so the
if…else… statement will still print “Same!”.
 If they do not match, strcmp returns nonzero, which the ! operator changes to 0 and
cause the if…else… statement to print “Different!”
Try This
Here is an example that uses zero-terminated strings, scan, and strcmp to make a simple
password checker.
 Click the New Project button.
 Navigate to … MECH104_yourname folder.
 Type Password Check as Project Name.
 When SimpleIDE opens a new project as Password Check, type the following program:
/*
Password Check.c
*/
#include "simpletools.h" // Include simple tools
char text[16];
char pass[7] = {"abc 123"};
int main() // Main function
{
print("Enter password: ");
getStr(text, 15);
print("You typed: %s \n",text);
if(!strcmp(pass,text))
print("(pass does match text) \n");
else
{
print("(pass DOES NOT match text)\n");
}
}

Your Turn
Replace two lines of codes om Password Check.c:
getStr(text, 15);
print("You typed: %s \n", text);

with these:
for(int i = 0; i < 16; i++)
{

text[i] = getChar();
putChar('*');
if(text[i] == '\n' || text[i] == '\r')
{
putChar('\n');
text[i] = 0;
break;
}
}

When the program is executed, what would happen on SimpleIDE terminal with typed
password?
This would conclude the introduction part of C programming. While we work with simple
circuits and devices to control with C programs, there will be additional C programming handout
for advanced programming including functions and multicore. The Propeller chip has eight
processors (cores), numbered 0 through 7. In all of the example programs, the main function
automatically launches into cog 0.

Chapter 2 Lights On – Lights Off [2, 7]
Most of the indicator lights you see on devices are called Light Emitting Diodes (LED). You
can build an LED circuit and connect power to it, and the LED emits light. You can disconnect
the power from an LED circuit, and the LED stops emitting light.
An LED circuit can be connected to the Propeller BOE, and the Propeller BOE can be
programmed to connect and disconnect the LED circuit’s power. This is much easier than
manually changing the circuit’s wiring or connecting and disconnecting the battery.
The Propeller BOE can also be programmed to do the following:
 Turn an LED circuit on and off at different rates.
 Turn an LED circuit on and off a certain number of times.
 Control more than one LED circuit.
 Control the color of a bi-color (two color) LED circuit.
Introducing the LED
A diode is a one-way current valve, and a light emitting diode (LED) emits light when
current passes through it. Unlike the color codes on a resistor, the color of the LED usually just
tells you what color it will glow when current passes through it. The important markings on an
LED are contained in its shape. Since an LED is a one-way current valve, you have to make sure
to connect it the right way, or it will not work as intended.
Figure 2-1 shows an LED’s schematic symbol and part drawing. An LED has two terminals.
One is called the anode, and the other is called the cathode. In this activity, you will have to
build the LED into a circuit, paying attention to make sure the leads connected to the anode and
cathode are connected to the circuit properly. On the part drawing, the anode lead is labeled with
the plus sign (+). On the schematic symbol, the anode is the wide part of the triangle. In the part
drawing, the cathode lead is the unlabeled pin, and on the schematic symbol, the cathode is the
line across the point of the triangle.

Figure 2-1. LED Part Drawing and Schematic Symbol
When you start building your circuit, make sure to check it against the schematic symbol and
part drawing. For the part drawing, note that the LED’s leads are different lengths. The longer
lead is connected to the LED’s anode, and the shorter lead is connected to its cathode. Also, if
you look closely at the LED’s plastic case, it’s mostly round, but there is a small flat spot right

near the shorter lead that that tells you it’s the cathode. This really comes in handy if the leads
have been clipped to the same length.
Building an LED Test Circuit
 LED Test Circuit Parts
(1) LED
(1) Resistor – 470 Ω (yellow-violet-brown) or 220 Ω (red-red-brown)
Figure 2-2 shows a circuit schematic, and a picture of how that circuit will look when it is
built on the prototyping area. Note that one lead of the resistor is plugged into 3.3V (or 5V) so
the circuit can draw power. The other resistor lead connects to the LED’s anode lead. The LED’s
cathode lead is connected to GND, or ground, completing the circuit.

Figure 2-2. LED Test Circuit
 Disconnect power from your BOE by setting 0 for 3-position switch.
 Plug the LED’s cathode into one of the black sockets labeled GND on the prototyping area.
 Plug the LED’s anode (the other, longer lead) into the socket shown on the breadboard
portion of the prototyping area.
 Plug one of the resistor’s leads into the same breadboard row as the LED’s anode. This will
connect those two leads together.
 Plug the resistor’s other lead into one of the sockets labeled 3.3V (or 5V).
 Reconnect power to your Board of Education by setting 1 for 3-position switch.
 Check to make sure your LED is emitting light. It should glow.
On/Off Control with the BOE
You will connect the LED circuit to the Propeller BOE and program it to turn the LED On
and Off. The LED circuit shown in Figure 3-3 is wired almost the same as the circuit in the
previous exercise. The difference is that the resistor’s lead is now plugged into a Propeller BOE
I/O pin.
 Disconnect power from your Propeller BOE.
 Modify the test circuit so that it matches Figure 3-3.

Figure 2-3. Propeller BOE Controlled LED Circuit
The example program makes the LED blink on and off one time per second. After running it,
you will experiment with different parts of the program to better understand how it works.
 Click the New Project button.
 Navigate to … MECH104_yourname folder.
 Type Blink Light as Project Name.
 When SimpleIDE opens a new project as Blink Light, type the following program:
/*
Blink Light.c
*/
#include "simpletools.h" // Include simple tools
int main() // Main function
{
while(1) // infinite loop
{
high(14); // Set P14 I/O pin high - ON
pause(500); // Wait 500 ms
low(14); // Set P14 I/O pin low - OFF
pause(500); // Wait 500 ms
}
}

 The function call high(14) sets the Propeller chip's I/O pin 14 (P14) to output-high,
which connects the pin to its 3.3 V supply. The pin applies 3.3 V of electrical pressure to
the LED circuit, causing electric current to pass through it and the light to turn on.
 After that, pause(500) makes the program do nothing for 0.5s, which keeps the light
on for a half second.
 Next, low(14) sets P14 to output-low, which connects the pin to its 0 V ground supply
voltage instead. This takes away the electrical pressure, so the current stops flowing
through the circuit and the light turns off.
 Another pause(500) makes the light stay off for a half second.
 Those four commands are in a code block in a while(1) loop, which repeats
endlessly, so the light keeps blinking.
Building and Testing A Second LED Circuit
 Parts:
(2) LED
(2) Resistor – 470 Ω (yellow-violet-brown) or 220 Ω (red-red-brown)
 Disconnect power to your Board of Education.
 Construct the second LED circuit as shown in Figure 2-4.

Figure 2-4. Second LED Circuit
 Click the Save Project As button.
 Type Blink Two Lights as Project Name.
 When SimpleIDE opens the project as Blink Two Lights, type the following
program:
/* Blink Two Lights.c
*/
#include "simpletools.h" // Include simple tools
int main() // Main function
{
while(1) // infinite loop
{
high(14); // Set P14 I/O pin high - ON
high(15);
pause(200); // Wait 200 ms
low(14); // Set P14 I/O pin low - OFF
low(15);
pause(200); // Wait 200 ms
}
}



Propeller BOE has two built in yellow LEDS for the I/O pins of P26 and P27. If you
modify Blink Two Lights.c with the pin numbers of 26 and 27 instead 14 and 15, you
would see two yellow lights blink at the same time.

Using Current Direction to Control a Bi-Color LED
The bi-color LED’s schematic symbol is shown in Figure 2-5 (a). Since some of you may
use three prong bi-color LED, its schematics is also shown in Figure 2-5(b) as a reference.

(a)
(b)
Figure 2-5. (a) Two prong and (b) three prong Bi-color LED
The bi-color LED is really just two LEDs in one package. Figure 2-6 shows how you can
apply voltage in one direction and the LED will glow red. By disconnecting the LED and

plugging it back in reversed, the LED will then glow green. As with the other LEDs, if you
connect both terminals of the circuit to GND, the LED will not emit light. For a three-prong bicolor LED, the middle prong has to be plugged in GND, and the other two goes to 3.3V with
resistors. Then, two colors glow at the same time.

Figure 2-6. Bi-color LED and Applied Voltage
Figure 2-7 shows how you can use P15 and P14 to control the current flow in the bicolor
LED circuit. The upper schematic shows how current flows through the red LED when P15 is set
to 3.3 V and P14 is set to GND. This is because the red LED will let current flow through it
when electrical pressure is applied as shown, but the green LED acts like a closed valve and does
not let current through it. The bi-color LED glows red. The lower schematic shows what happens
when P15 is set to GND and P14 is set to 3.3V. The electrical pressure is now reversed. The red
LED shuts off and does not allow current through. Meanwhile, the green LED turns on, and
current passes through the circuit in the opposite direction. Figure 2-7 also shows the key to
programming the Propeller BOE to make the bi-color LED glow two different colors. The upper
schematic shows how to make the bi-color LED red using high(15) and low(14). The
lower schematic shows how to make the bicolor LED glow green by using low(15) and
high(14). To turn the LED off, send low signals to both P14 and P15 using low(15) and
low(14). In other words, use LOW on both pins.

Figure 2-7. Bi-Color LED Test






Click the New Project button.
Navigate to … MECH104_yourname folder.
Type Bicolor LED as Project Name.
When SimpleIDE opens a new project as Bicolor LED, type the following program:
/*
Bicolor LED.c
*/
#include "simpletools.h" // Include simple tools
int main() // Main function
{
while(1)
{
high(15);
low(14);
pause(100);
low(15);
high(14);
pause(100);
}
}

Chapter 3 Digital Input – Pushbuttons [2, 7]
Our brain makes decisions all the time. We make decisions based on what we see, hear,
touch, etc. Microcontrollers act like our brain – they manipulate the “real world” based on
“inputs”. In Chapter 3, you programmed the Propeller BOE to send high and low signals, and
you used LED circuits to display these signals. Sending high and low signals means you used a
Propeller BOE I/O pin as an output.
In this chapter, you will use a Propeller BOE I/O pin as an input. As an input, an I/O pin
listens for high/low signals instead of sending them. You will send these signals to the Propeller
BOE using a pushbutton circuit, and you will program the Propeller BOE to recognize whether
the pushbutton is pressed or not pressed. Let’s explore how we can make microcontrollers react
to, and control the “real world.”
Introducing the Pushbutton
Fig. 3-1 shows the schematic symbol and the part drawing of a normally open pushbutton.
Two of the pushbutton’s pins are connected to each terminal. This means that connecting a wire
or part lead to pin 1 of the pushbutton is the same as connecting it to pin 4. The same rule applies
with pins 2 and 3. The reason the pushbutton does not just have two pins is because it needs
stability. If the pushbutton only had two pins, those pins would eventually bend and break from
all the pressure that the pushbutton receives when people press it.

Figure 3-1. Normally Open Pushbutton
Building the Pushbutton Test Circuit
Parts
(1) LED – pick a color
(1) Resistor - 470 Ω (yellow-violet-brown)
(1) Pushbutton - normally open
(1) Jumper wire
Fig. 3-2 shows a circuit you can build to manually test the pushbutton. When the pushbutton
is not pressed, the LED will be off. If the wiring is correct, when the pushbutton is pressed, the
LED should be on (emitting light). If the LED on the Board of Education flickers, goes dim,
or goes out completely when you plug the power supply back in, it means you have a short
circuit. If this happens to you, disconnect power immediately. Then, you should make a
correction for the mistake in your circuit.
 Verify that the LED in your test circuit is off.

 Press and hold the pushbutton, and verify that the LED emits light while you are holding
the pushbutton down.

Figure 3-2. Pushbutton Test Circuit

Figure 3-3. Not Pressed and Pressed
The left side of Fig. 3-3 shows what happens when the pushbutton is not pressed. The
LED circuit is not connected to 3.3 V. It is an open circuit that cannot conduct current.
By pressing the pushbutton, you close the connection between the terminals with conductive
metal making a pathway for electrons to flow through the circuit.
A Short-Circuit
Fig. 3-4 shows a different circuit that will cause the LED to behave differently. When the
button is not pressed, the LED stays on. When the button is pressed, the LED turns off. The
reason the LED turns off when the pushbutton is pressed is because current always follows the
path of least resistance. When the pushbutton is pressed, terminals 1,4 and 2,3, have almost no

resistance between them, so all the current passes through the pushbutton (short circuit) instead
of the LED. The diode will always use 1.6 volts

Figure 3-4 LED that Gets Shorted by Pushbutton
READING A PUSHBUTTON WITH THE PROPELLER BOE
Now, you will connect a pushbutton circuit to the Propeller BOE and display whether or not
the pushbutton is pressed. You will do this by writing a C program that checks the state of the
pushbutton and displays it in the SimpleIDE Terminal.
Parts for a Pushbutton Circuit
(1) Pushbutton - normally open
(1) Resistor – 220 Ω (red-red-brown)
(1) Resistor – 10 kΩ (brown-black-orange)
(2) Jumper wires
Fig. 3-5 shows a pushbutton circuit that is connected to Propeller BOE I/O pin P3.

Figure 3-5. Pushbutton Circuit Connected to I/O Pin P3





Click the New Project button.
Navigate to … MECH104_yourname folder.
Type Button Display as Project Name.
When SimpleIDE opens a new project as Button Display, type the following
program:


/*
Button Display.c

Displays the state of the P3 button in the SimpleIDE Terminal.
1 -> button pressed, 0 -> button not pressed.
*/
#include "simpletools.h"

// Include simpletools

int main()
// main function
{
int button;
while(1)
// Endless loop
{
button = input(3);
// P3 input -> button variable
print("button = %d\n", button); // Display button state
pause(100);
// Wait 0.1 second before repeat
}
}





The pushbutton circuit: When the pushbutton is not pressed, the circuit applies GND (0
V) to the I/O pin. If the pushbutton is pressed, the circuit applies 3.3 V to the I/O pin,
and a small amount of current passes from the 3.3 V connection, through the 10 kΩ
resistor to ground. Setting P3 to input lets the I/O pins monitor the voltage on the
pushbutton circuit.
The simpletools library’s input function returns 1 if the button is pressed, or 0 if it is
not pressed. button = input(3) copies the result to a variable named
button. Then, pause(100) delays for 1/10 of a second before repeating the
while(1) loop.

A Pushbutton with a Pull-up Resistor
The circuit you just finished working with has a resistor connected to GND. This resistor is
called a pull-down resistor because it pulls the voltage at P3 down to GND (0 volts) when the
button is not pressed. Fig. 3-6 shows a pushbutton circuit that uses a pull-up resistor. This
resistor pulls the voltage up to 3.3 V when the button is not pressed. The rules are now reversed.
When the button is not pressed, IN3 stores the number 1, and when the button is pressed, IN3
stores the number 0.
The 220 Ω resistor is used in the pushbutton example circuits to protect the Propeller BOE
I/O pin. Although it is a good practice for prototyping, in most products, this resistor is replaced
with a wire (since wires cost less than resistors).

Figure 3-6. Modified Pushbutton Circuit

Active-low vs. Active-high: This pushbutton Fig. 3-6 is called active-low because it sends the
Propeller BOE a low signal (GND) when the button is active (pressed). The pushbutton circuit in
Fig. 3-5 the main activity is active-high because it sends a high signal (3.3 V) when the button is
active (pressed).
PUSHBUTTON CONTROL OF AN LED CIRCUIT
The Propeller BOE can be programmed to make decisions based on what it senses. For
example, it can be programmed to decide to flash the LED on/off ten times per second when the
button is pressed.
Pushbutton and LED Circuit Parts
(1) Pushbutton – normally open
(1) Resistor - 10 kΩ (brown-black-orange)
(1) LED – any color
(1) Resistor – 220 Ω (red-red-brown)
(1) Resistor – 470 Ω (yellow-violet-brown)
(2) Jumper wires
Fig. 3-7 shows the pushbutton circuit along with the LED.

Figure 3-7. Pushbutton and LED Circuit
The Propeller BOE can be programmed to make decisions using an if…else if…else
statement. The example program you are about to run will flash the LED on and off when the
pushbutton is pressed. Each time through the while loop, the if…else if…else
statement checks the state of the pushbutton and decides whether or not to flash the LED.
Example Program: Blink Light with Button.c
 Click the New Project button.
 Navigate to … MECH104_yourname folder.
 Type Blink Light with Button as Project Name.
 When SimpleIDE opens a new project as Blink Light with Button, type the following
program:
/*
Blink Light with Button.c
The example program will flash the LED on and off

when the pushbutton is pressed.
*/
#include "simpletools.h" // Include simpletools
int main() // main function
{
int button;
while(1) // Endless loop
{
button = input(3); // P3 input -> button variable
if(button == 1)
{
high(14); //LED on
pause(100);
low(14); //LED off
pause(100);
}
else
{
pause(100);
}
}
}

Your Turn
Instead your own LED circuits, you can use built-in yellow LEDs for P26 and P27. The
schematic diagrams for these P26 and P27 are shown in Fig. 3-8.

Figure 3-8 LED circuit for P26 and P27
TWO PUSHBUTTONS CONTROLLING TWO LED CIRCUITS
Let’s add a second pushbutton into the project and see how it works. To make things a little
more interesting, let’s also add a second LED circuit and use the second pushbutton to control it.
Pushbutton and LED Circuit Parts
(2) Pushbuttons – normally open
(2) Resistors - 10 kΩ (brown-black-orange)
(2) Resistors – 470 Ω (yellow-violet-brown)
(2) Resistors – 220 Ω (red-red-brown)
(2) LEDs – any color
Fig. 3-9 shows a second LED and pushbutton circuit added to the circuit you tested.

Figure 3-9. Two Pushbuttons and LEDs
In the previous activity, you experimented with making decisions using an if…else
statement. There is also such a thing as an if…else if…else statement.
It works great for deciding which LED to flash on and off. The next example program shows
how it works.
Example Program: PushbuttonControlOfTwoLeds.c
 Click the New Project button.
 Navigate to … MECH104_yourname folder.
 Type PushbuttonControlOfTwoLeds as Project Name.
 When SimpleIDE opens a new project as PushbuttonControlOfTwoLeds, type the
following program:
/*
PushbuttonControlOfTwoLeds.c
*/
#include "simpletools.h" // Include simpletools
int main() // main function
{
int button1, button2;
while(1) // Endless loop
{
button1 = input(3); // P3 input -> button variable
button2 = input(4); //P4 input
if(button1 == 1 && button2 == 0) // only P3 pressed
{
high(26); //P26 LED on

pause(50);
low(26); //P26 LED off
pause(50);
}
else if(button2 == 1 && button1 == 0) //onlyP4 pressed
{
high(27); //P27 LED on
pause(50);
low(27); //P27 LED off
pause(50);
}
else //any other default cases
{
pause(100);
}
low(26);
low(27);
}
}

Chapter 4 Controlling Motion [2, 7]
Reusable Code: Functions
Throughout the Chapter 1, we just had programming exercises to put our code in the main
function. You can also add other functions to your program and call them from the main
function, or even make code in one of those functions call another function.
This first example has a function named hello with a print command in its code block.
When the code running in the main sees hello(); it jumps down to the function named
hello, executes the statements in its code block, then returns to the main function. There, the
program moves on to the next thing, which is a print statement that displays “Hello again!”
 Click the New Project button.
 Navigate to … MECH104_yourname folder.
 Type Function Call as Project Name.
 When SimpleIDE opens a new project as Function Call, type the following
program:
/*
Function Call.c
Send a simple hello message to the console, but use a function to
display one of the messages.
*/
#include "simpletools.h" // Include simpletools
void hello(void); // Function prototype
int main() // main function
{
pause(500);
hello(); // Call hello function
print("Hello again from main!\n"); // Display message
}
void hello(void) // Hello function
{
print("Hello from function!\n"); // Display hello message
pause(500); // Pause 1/2 second
}

 The void hello(void); line above the main function is called a forward
declaration. It tells the PropGCC compiler to expect to see a function named hello
later in the program.
 Function Call.c starts in the main function with pause(500). After that, it sees
hello(), which tells it to go find the function named hello, do whatever is in its code
block, and come back when done. The hello(); in the main function is called a
function call.
 The actual hello function is the void hello(void) block of code down below
the main function. That is where the program goes when it sees the hello()call, and
it executes that one print statement that displays the “Hello from function!” message.
 After it runs out of statements to execute, the program returns to the hello call in the
main function. There, it moves on to the next statement, which is the print
command that displays “Hello again from main!”

 In the hello function definition, the void to the left of the name means that the
function does not send a value back to the function call. The (void) to the right of the
function’s name means that the function does not need to receive any values, called
parameters, to do its job. We will look at parameters and return values in the next few lab
exercises.
 A function has a code block contained by curly braces { }. A code block can include
one or more statements that will execute when the function is called.

 You can also eliminate the forward declaration by moving the entire hello function
above the main function. That way, the compiler will have seen the hello function
itself before it sees the hello() function call inside main.
Try This
The great thing about functions are that they are reusable — they can be called over and
over again.
 Click the Save Project As button and save your project as Loop Calls Function.
 Modify the program using the example below:
/*
Loop Calls Function.c
Send a simple hello message to the console, but use a function to
Display one of the messages.
*/
#include "simpletools.h" // Include simpletools
void hello(void) // Hello function
{
print("Hello from function!\n"); // Display hello message
pause(500); // Pause 1/2 second
}
int main() // main function
{
for(int i = 0; i <= 5; i++)
{
hello(); // Call hello function
}
print("Hello again from main!\n"); // Display message
} // end of main

STANDARD SERVO
A hobby servo is a small device that controls the position of flaps, rudders, and steering in
many radio-controlled toy planes, boats, and cars. It is also useful in many robotics and
animatronics projects. Since it can both move to and hold a position, it is ideal for tasks like
rotating a distance sensor or controlling the fingers in a robotic hand.
This chapter will show you how to make a servo hold three different positions, and then
guides you through creating smooth, continuous motion through small, evenly-timed changes in
position.
CONNECTING THE SERVO
A servo can draw more current than a USB port can supply, so you will need to plug an
external power supply into the Propeller BOE’s 6 to 9 V power jack. Since the Standard Servo is
rated for a 4 to 6 V supply, you may also need to move the Propeller BOE’s servo port power
jumper settings to regulated 5V.
There are three pins to the immediate left of each pair of servo ports on the Propeller BOE.
A small metal and plastic jumper can connect the middle pin to either the top or the bottom
power pin. This is the power-select jumper for that pair of servo ports. When the jumper is over
the bottom and middle pins, the pair ports' V+ pins receive 5 VDC through the board's voltage
regulator shown in Fig.4-1(a). When the jumper is over the middle and top pins, the ports' V+
pins receive unregulated voltage directly from the power supply connected to the board in Fig.41(b).

(a) VIN = 6 V with four 1.5V batteries

(b) VIN > 6 V with 9V battery or
7.5 V 1 A Power Supply
Figure 4-1 Power Setting for Standard Servo




If your power supply is 6 V or less, set the power-select jumper for the P16 servo port to
5V - this is safe for all power options listed above.
If you are using a 4-cell battery pack (or are sure your power supply is 6 V or less) you
may set the P16 servo port jumper to VIN - this is safe for the 4-cell battery pack.

Servo Angle Marker

It helps to make some sort of angle marker on the turning part of the servo (called its control
horn) to know what position it is in. A jumper wire is handy for this. Find the middle of the
servo’s range by gently twisting the horn right and left to find the mechanical stops, then
positioning it in the middle of its range. Twist the wire through the top two holes at the center of
its range to mark the "middle" position. When finished, it will most likely look something like
the Fig.4-2 below.

Figure 4-2 Servo Angle Marker
Parts
(1) Standard Servo
(1) 3” Jumper Wire
(1) Power supply. (7.5 V 1A Power Supply or 9V battery)
Build the circuit as shown in Fig. 4-3.

Figure 4-3 Standard Servo with a power supply circuit
Programming Servo with the servo_angle() function
The servo test code will move the servo to the three positions shown below in Fig. 4-4 (0°,
90°, and 180°) with three seconds to move between and hold each position. While the program
is running, the servo will resist any attempt to move it out of position. When the program
finishes, the servo will stop resisting.

Figure 4-4 The three positions of the servo





Click the New Project button.
Navigate to … MECH104_yourname folder.
Type Standard Servo Position as Project Name.
When SimpleIDE opens a new project as Standard Servo Position, type the following
program:
/*
Standard Servo Position.c
With servo_angle() library function
Moves servo to 0, 90 and 180 degrees. Holds each position for 2 s.
Connect servo to P16 port on Propeller Activity Board.
*/
#include "simpletools.h"
#include "servo.h"
int main() // main
{
servo_angle(16,
pause(1000);
servo_angle(16,
pause(1000);
servo_angle(16,
pause(1000);
servo_stop();
}

// Include simpletools header
// Include servo header

function
0);
900);
1800);

//
//
//
//
//
//
//

P16 servo to 0 degrees
...for 1 second
P16 servo to 90 degrees
...for 1 second
P16 servo to 180 degrees
...for 1 second
Stop servo process

 The servo_angle() function call takes two parameters: the pin the servo is connected
to and the servo angle in tenths of a degree.
 For example, to make the servo connected to P16 turn to 90 degrees, the program uses
servo_angle(16, 900).
 Keep in mind servo_angle() does not wait for the servo to get into position—it is
necessary to include a pause for the servo to reach the desired position before setting a
new angle.

Servos are not just for hobbies. Much larger servos are used to precisely aim the position of
huge satellite dishes towards extraterrestrial targets, like those in the Deep Space Network
inFig.4-5(a). Additionally, most robotic hands (like the one shown in Fig.4-5(b)) are actuated by
servos. Depending on how many independent degrees of freedom the hand has, it could use
dozens of servos! The hand above is actuated using five standard servos.

Figure 4-5 (a) Deep Space Network,

(b) Robotic hand

Try This
Let’s use a feature called ramping to make the servo move to new positions gradually.
Ramping the servo’s responses to large or sudden changes in sensor measurements by limiting
how much it can change position over a given amount of time. This servo control library's
servo_setramp() function takes two parameters: the servo’s pin, and the speed at which the
servo will change in tenths of a degree per 50th of a second.
Once servo_setramp() is called, every servo_angle() call that follows it will
move at the rate set by servo_setramp. Without this command, the servo will always move
to new positions at its maximum speed. In this example, the servo will move to its first two
positions at full speed just like it did in the program above. Then servo_setramp(16, 8)
will slow it down to .8° per 50th of a second as it moves to the last two positions.
 Click the Save Project As button and save your project as Ramping Servo.
 Modify the program using the example below:
/*
Ramping Servo.c
*/
#include "simpletools.h"
#include "servo.h"
int main()
{
servo_angle(16, 0);
pause(1000);
servo_angle(16, 900);
pause(1000);
servo_angle(16, 1800);
pause(1000);
servo_setramp(16,8);
servo_angle(16, 900);
pause(1000);
servo_angle(16, 0);
pause(1000);

servo_stop();
}

// Include simpletools header
// Include servo header
// main function
//
//
//
//
//

P16 servo to 0 degrees
...for 1 second
P16 servo to 90 degrees
...for 1 second
P16 servo to 180 degrees

// <- add
// P16 servo to 180 degrees
// ...for 1 second
// P16 servo to 0 degrees

// Stop servo process



Run the program and watch the servo as it turns rapidly to the first two positions then
gradually to the next two.
 The servo moved from 180 degrees back to 90 degrees more gradually because of
servo_setramp(), but it still made it there and paused.
 What do you think would happen if you changed the rate to .5 degrees per 50th of a second?
Would the servo make it to 180 degrees before turning back? Try it!
Programming Servo with the servo_set() function
The Standard Servo can be controlled through Pulse Width Modulation (PWM), where the
position of the servo shaft is dependent on the duration of the pulse. In order to hold its position,
the servo needs to receive a pulse every 10 - 20 ms. Fig.4-6 is a sample timing diagram for the
center position of the Standard Servo.

Figure 4-6 Timing Diagram for 2.0 ms Pulses Every 20 ms
The servo_set() function (defined in servo.h) sets servo control signal to servo
connected to a given pin for microsecond pulse durations. This function directly controls the
number of microseconds servo control pulses last.
Examples for Standard Servo:
servo_set(pin, 500);
servo_set(pin, 1400);
servo_set(pin, 2300);

//
0 degrees
// 90 degrees
// 180 degrees

500, 1400, and 2300 are the number of microseconds (s) the control pulses stay high. More
generally, a microsecond above 500 corresponds to 1/10 of a degree counterclockwise of 0
degrees. So, for a given degree position, use:
degree position = 500 + (number of 10ths of a degree)
The number of times each for - loop repeats is what controls how long the servo stays in a
given position. The value of the degree position controls where the servo turns to. It is important
to experiment with changing these loop counters to be sure how they work. If the loop counter is
too small, the servo may not reach the target position. If it is too large, the servo stays one target
position without any further action, i.e., wasting time. You may need to experiment to find a
proper loop counter for enough pulses to reach the servo target position.
 Click the New Project button.
 Navigate to … MECH104_yourname folder.
 Type Servo Control with Pulses as Project Name.
 When SimpleIDE opens a new project as Servo Control with Pulses, type the following
program:

/*

Servo Control with Pulses.c

*/

#include "simpletools.h" // Include simpletools header
#include "servo.h" // Include servo header
int main() // main function
{
while(1)
{
for(int i = 0; i < 50; i++) // 50 pulses
{
servo_set(16,500); // for 0 degree
pause(20);
}
pause(500);
for(int i = 0; i < 50; i++) // 50 pulses
{
servo_set(16,1400); // for 90 degrees
pause(20);
}
pause(500);
for(int i = 0; i < 50; i++) // 50 pulses
{
servo_set(16, 2300); // for 180 degrees
pause(20);
}
for(int i = 0; i < 50; i++) // 50 pulses
{
servo_set(16,1400); // for 90 degrees
pause(20);
}
pause(500);
} // end of while loop
}
//end of main

Chapter 5 Measuring Rotation [2, 7]
Many households have dials to control the lighting in a room. Twist the dial one direction,
and the light gets brighter; twist the dial in the other direction, and the light gets dimmer. Model
trains use dials to control motor speed and direction. Many machines have dials or cranks used to
fine tune the position of cutting blades and guiding surfaces. Dials can also be found in audio
equipment, where they are used to adjust how music and voices sound. A simple example of a
dial with a knob is to adjust the speaker’s volume. By turning the knob, a circuit inside the
speaker changes and the volume of the music the speaker plays changes. Similar circuits can also
be found inside joysticks, and even inside the servo.
A POTENTIOMETER - A VARIABLE RESISTOR
A potentiometer, often abbreviated as a “pot,” has three pins. Fig. 5-1 shows the schematic
symbol and part drawing of the potentiometer you will use in this chapter. Terminals A and B are
connected to a 10 kresistive element. Terminal W is called the wiper terminal, and it is
connected to a wire that touches the resistive element somewhere between its ends.

Figure 5-1 Potentiometer Schematic Symbol and Part Drawing
As you adjust the knob on top of the potentiometer, the wiper terminal contacts the resistive
element at different places. As you turn the knob clockwise, the wiper gets closer to the A
terminal, and as you turn the knob counterclockwise, the wiper gets closer to the B terminal.
BUILDING AND TESTING THE POTENTIOMETER CIRCUIT
Placing different size resistors in series with an LED causes different amounts of current to
flow through the circuit. Large resistance in the LED circuit causes small amounts of current to
flow through the circuit, and the LED glows dimly. Small resistances in the LED circuit causes
more current to flow through the circuit, and the LED glows more brightly. By connecting the W
and A terminals of the potentiometer, in series with an LED circuit, you can use it to adjust the
resistance in the circuit. This in turn adjusts the brightness of the LED. In this activity, you will
use the potentiometer as a variable resistor and use it to change the brightness of the LED.
Circuit Parts
(1) Potentiometer – 10 kΩ
(1) Resistor – 220 Ω (red-red-brown)
(1) LED – any color

Fig. 5-2 shows a circuit that can be used for adjusting the LED’s brightness with a
potentiometer.

Figure 5-2 Potentiometer-LED Test Circuit
 Turn the potentiometer clockwise until it reaches its mechanical limit.
 Gradually rotate the potentiometer counterclockwise noting the how brightness of the
LED changes at each position.
The total resistance in your test circuit is 220 Ω plus the resistance between the A and W
terminals of the potentiometer. This value could be anywhere from 0 to 10 kΩ. As you turn the
potentiometer’s input shaft, the resistance between the A and W terminals changes. This in turn
changes the current flow through the LED circuit.
MEASURING RESISTANCE BY MEASURING TIME
This activity introduces RC-time, which is an abbreviation for resistor-capacitor time. RCtime is a measurement of how long it takes for a capacitor to lose a certain amount of its stored
charge as it supplies current to a resistor. By measuring the time it takes for the capacitor to
discharge with different size resistors and capacitors, you will become more familiar with RCtime. In this activity, you will program the Propeller BOE to charge a capacitor and then measure
the time it takes the capacitor to discharge through a resistor.
A capacitor may have a positive (+) and a negative (-) terminals. The negative terminal is the
lead that comes out of the metal canister closest to the stripe with a negative (–) sign. Always
make sure to connect these terminals as shown in the circuit diagrams. Connecting one of these
capacitors incorrectly can damage it. In some circuits, connecting this type of capacitor
incorrectly and then connecting power can cause it to rupture or even explode.
Ceramic capacitors in Fig. 5-3 do not have + and – terminals. For a 0.1F capacitor, you will
see ‘104’ printed on it. That indicates the capacitor’s capacitance as 10  10 4 pF, where p (pico)
is 10 12 . That is 10  10 4  10 12 F  10 7 F  0.1F . You can safely connect these capacitors to a
circuit without worrying about positive and negative terminals.

Figure 5-3 Ceramic Capacitors
Parts
(1) Capacitor – 0.1 F
(1) Capacitor – 0.01 F
(1) Resistors – 220 (red-red-brown)
(1) Resistor – 470 (yellow-violet-brown)
(1) Resistor – 1 k(brown-black-red)
(1) Resistor – 2 k(red-black-red)
(1) Resistor – 10 k(brown-black-orange)
Fig. 5-4 shows the circuit schematic. You will be taking time measurements using different
resistor values in place of the resistor labeled Ri.

Figure 5-4 Schematic for RC-time
long rc_time (int






pin,

int

state)

Set I/O pin to input and measure the time it takes a signal to transition from a start state to
the opposite state.
Named rc_time because it is often used to measure a resistor-capacitor circuit's
tendency to "decay" to either ground or 3.3 V (depending on wiring).
Default time increments are specified in 1 microsecond units.
Unit size can be changed with a call to set_io_dt function.
The pulse will be positive if the I/O pin is transmitting a low signal before the call.

Parameters
pin
I/O pin number.
state Starting pin state.
Returns Time from starting pin.
void set_io_dt

( long

clockticks )



Sets the time increment for the following timed I/O functions: count, pulse_in,
pulse_out, rc_time.
 Time increment is set in clock ticks. For example, the default of 1 s units is specified
with set_io_dt(CLKFREQ/1000000). For 2 microsecond units, use
set_io_dt(CLKFREQ/500000).
Parameters
clockticks
Number of clock ticks that represents one I/O time increment.





Click the New Project button.
Navigate to … MECH104_yourname folder.
Type RC Time as Project Name.
When SimpleIDE opens a new project as RC Time, type the following program:
/*
RC Timer.c
*/
#include "simpletools.h"

// Include simple tools

int main()
// Main function
{
int time;
high(7);
// charge the capacitor
pause(1);
// for 1 ms
time = rc_time(7,1); // measuring time for discharging capacitor
print("RC Time = %d\n",time);
}

 First, high(7) connects the RC circuit to 3.3 V, allowing the capacitor in the circuit to
charge up like a tiny battery.
 It only takes a moment to do that; pause(1) allows enough time.
 Immediately after charging the circuit, the next line of code calls the rc_time function
to take a measurement at I/O pin 7 and store the result in time.
 The rc_time() command measures the amount of time it takes for the capacitor to
lose its charge and fall below the I/O pin’s 1.4 V input threshold.
Try this
 Record the measured time (the capacitor’s discharge time) in the 470 Ω row of Table 5-1.
 Disconnect power from your BOE.






Remove the 470 Ω resistor labeled Ri in Fig. 6-3, and replace it with the 1 kΩ resistor.
Reconnect power to your BOE.
Record your next time measurement (for the 1 kΩ resistor).
Repeat these steps for each resistor value in Table 6-1.
Table 5-1: Resistance and RC-time for C = 0.1 μF
Resistance (Ω)
Measured Time (ms)
470
1k
2k
10k

By using a capacitor that has roughly 1/3 the capacity to hold charge, the time measurement for
each resistor value that is used in the circuit will be reduced by 1/3.
 Disconnect power to your Board of Education.
 Replace the 0.1 F capacitor with a 0.01 F capacitor.
 Reconnect power.
 Repeat the steps in the previous Example Program: RC Timer.c, and record your time
measurements in Table 5-2.
 Compare your time measurements to the ones you took earlier in Table 6-1.
 How close are they to 1/3 the value of the measurements taken with the 0.1 F capacitor?
Table 5-2: Resistance and RC-time for C = 0.01 μF
Resistance (Ω)
Measured Time (ms)
470
1k
2k
10k
READING THE RESISTANCE WITH THE PROPELLER BOE
In this activity, you will build an RC-time circuit to read the potentiometer, and use the
Propeller BOE to take the time measurements. The capacitor you use will be very small, and the
time measurements will only take a few milliseconds. Even though the measurements take very
short durations of time, the Propeller BOE will give you an excellent indication of the resistance
between the potentiometer’s A and W terminals.
Parts
(1) Potentiometer – 10 k
(1) Resistor – 220 (red-red-brown)
(2) Jumper wires
(1) Capacitor – 0.1 F

(1) Capacitor – 0.01 F
(2) Jumper wires
An RC Time Circuit for the Propeller BOE
Fig. 5-5 shows a schematic for the fast RC-time circuit. This is the circuit that you will use to
monitor the position of the potentiometer’s input shaft with the help of the Propeller BOE and a
C program.

Figure 5-5 RC-TIME Circuit with Potentiometer
The Propeller BOE program to measure the potentiometer’s resistance will do essentially the
same thing that you did by hand previously.
 Click the Save Project As button and save your project as RC Time with POT.
 Modify the program using the example below:
/*
RC Time with POT.c
*/
#include "simpletools.h" // Include simple tools
int main() // Main function
{
int time;
while(1)
{
high(7); // charge the capacitor
pause(1); // for 1 ms
time = rc_time(7,1); // measuring time for discharging capacitor
print("%c%c",CLREOL,HOME);
print("RC Time = %d\n",time);
pause(100);
}
}

 Make a note of the highest and lowest rc_time values for the next activity.
CONTROLLING A SERVO WITH A POTENTIOMETER
Potentiometers together with servos can be used to make lots of fun things. This is the
foundation for model airplanes, cars and boats. This activity shows how the Propeller BOE can
be used to monitor a potentiometer circuit and control the position of a servo.

The model airplane has servos to control all its flaps and the throttle settings of gas engine.
These servos are controlled using the radio control (RC) unit in front of the plane. This RC unit
has potentiometers under a pair of joysticks that are monitored by a circuit that converts the
position of the joystick into control pulses for the servo control.
These control pulses are then converted to radio signals and transmitted by the handheld
controller to a radio receiver in the model airplane. The radio receiver converts these signals
back to control pulses which then position the servos so that the servos in turn control the plane’s
elevator and rudder flaps.
Potentiometer Controlled Servo Parts
(1) Potentiometer – 10 k
(1) Resistor – 220 (red-red-brown)
(1) Capacitor – 0.1 F
(1) Parallax Standard Servo
(1) LED – any color
(2) Jumper wires
 Leave your potentiometer RC-time circuit, or rebuild it as shown in Fig. 5-5.
 Add your servo circuit
 If you have not already made a note of the highest and lowest values with the 0.1 F
capacitor, go back and complete it now. For this next example, here are the time values
that were measured by the instructor; your values will probably be slightly different:
o All the way clockwise: 0
o All the way counterclockwise: 824





Click the New Project button.
Navigate to … MECH104_yourname folder.
Type RC Time as Project Name.
When SimpleIDE opens a new project as RC Time, type the following program:
/*
Control Servo with POT.c
*/
#include "simpletools.h" // Include simple tools
#include "servo.h"
#define Scale 2.1845
//scale factor for 824 to 1800
int main()
// Main function
{
int time;
while(1)
{
high(7);
// charge the capacitor
pause(1);
// for 1 ms
time = rc_time(7,1);
// measuring time for discharging capacitor
time = 1800 - Scale * time;
//0 to 180 deg and 824 to 0 degree

}
}

// motor turns CW with POT CW rotation
servo_angle(16,time);
pause(10);
// end while
// end main

 With the RC-Time conversion, when you turn potentiometer clockwise, your motor
also turns clockwise.
Try it!
Control Servo with POT.c uses servo_angle() command to control motor with a
potentiometer. Can you use servo_set() to do the same?

Chapter 6 Measuring Light [2, 7]
You have already worked with two different kinds of sensors. The pushbutton can be thought
of as a simple touch/pressure sensor, and the potentiometer is a position/rotation sensor.
There are many kinds of sensors built into appliances and machines that are not as obvious as
a button or a knob. Other common sensors measure things like temperature, smoke, vibration,
tilt, and light. Although each of these different kinds of sensors can be found in one or more
devices that most people use on a daily basis, light sensors are probably the most common.
One example of an every-day device that contains a light sensor is probably your television.
If it can be controlled by a handheld remote, it has a built-in detector for infrared that cannot be
seen by the human eyes. The handheld remote uses infrared light to transmit information about
the channel, volume, and other keys that you might press to control the TV. Another common
example is a digital camera. A camera’s light sensors help it adjust for various lighting
conditions so that the picture looks clear regardless of whether it is a sunny or cloudy day.
PHOTORESISTOR AS A LIGHT SENSOR
Light sensors have many different functions, and they come in different shapes, sizes, and
with different price tags. Some sensors are designed to sense a particular color of light, such as
blue, green, red, or infrared. Some sensors don’t care what color the light is because they react to
how bright the light is. Other sensors look for only special kinds of light given off by certain
chemical reactions. Light sensors also have a variety of ways to tell a microcontroller what they
see. Some sensors send a voltage, some send a sequence of binary values, and others react to
different kinds of light or light levels by changing resistance.
Of the light sensors that react to light by changing their resistance, the photoresistor shown in
Fig. 6-1 is probably the most common, least expensive and easiest to use. Its active ingredient is
a chemical compound called cadmium sulfide (CdS). This compound changes resistance
depending on how bright the light is that shines on its collecting surface. Bright light causes low
resistance values between the two leads while dim light causes higher resistance values.

Figure 6-1. Photoresistor Schematic and Part Drawing.
As with a potentiometer, you can use a photoresistor in an RC-time circuit. The program to
read the photoresistor is also about the same as the one used to read the potentiometer.
Even though the programming is the same, light is very different from rotation or position.
The activities in this chapter focus on applications that use light (instead of position) to give the
microcontroller information.

Building the RC Time Circuit with a Photoresistor as a Light Meter)
In this activity, you will build and test an RC-time circuit that reads the value of a
photoresistor. The RC-time measurement will give you an idea of the light levels sensed by the
photoresistor’s light collecting surface. As with the potentiometer test, the time values measured
by the rc_time() command will be displayed in the Simple IDE Terminal.
Parts
(1) Photoresistor
(1) Resistor – 220 (red-red-brown)
(1) Capacitor – 0.01 F
(1) Capacitor – 0.1 F
(1) Jumper wire
Fig. 6-2 shows a schematic of the RC-time circuit

Figure 6-2 Photoresistor RC-time Circuit Schematic
 Build the circuit shown in Fig. 6-2.
Programming the Photoresistor Test
Instead of twisting the potentiometer’s knob, the circuit is tested by exposing the light
collecting surface of the photoresistor to different light levels. When the example program is
running, the SimpleIDE Terminal should display small values for bright light conditions and
large values for low light conditions.
 Click the New Project button.
 Navigate to … MECH104_yourname folder.
 Type Photoresistor Test as Project Name.
 When SimpleIDE opens a new project as Photoresistor Test, type the following
program:
/*
Photoresistor Test.c
*/
#include "simpletools.h" // Include simple tools
int main() // Main function
{
int time;
while(1)
{
high(2); // charge the capacitor
pause(1); // for 1 ms
time = rc_time(2,1); // discharging time for capacitor
print("RC Time = %d\n",time);
pause(250);
} // end of while
} // end of main

 While watching the value of the time variable on the SimpleIDE Terminal note the
value under normal lighting conditions.
 Cast a shadow over the circuit with your hand and check the time variable again. It
should be a significantly larger number.
 If you face the photoresistor’s light collecting surface toward direct sunlight, the time
variable should be fairly small.
Replacing the 0.01 F capacitor with a 0.1 F capacitor can be useful for more brightly lit
rooms or outdoors. The time measurements with the 0.1 F capacitor will take ten times as long,
which means the value of the time variable displayed by the SimpleIDE
Terminal should be ten times as large.
 Modify the circuit by replacing the 0.01 F capacitor with a 0.1 F capacitor.
 Re-run Photoresistor Test.c and verify that the RC-time measurements are roughly ten
times their former values.
PHOTOTRANSISTOR AS A LIGHT SENSOR
Phototransistors in Fig. 6-3 are another common type of light sensor.

Figure 6-3 Phototransistor
Circuit
You might see a resistor and an A/D converter used with these analog light sensors
elsewhere. However, the circuit here offers the ability to sense a much wider range of light
levels, without needing A/D conversion. It is called a charge transfer or QT circuit. It is a
simple option for a variety of analog sensors.
Think of the 0.01 µF capacitor in the circuit in Fig. 6-4 as a very small battery, and the
phototransistor as a light-controlled current valve. The Propeller will charge the capacitorbattery by sending an output-high signal to I/O P2. Then, the Propeller will change P2 to input
and just watch what happens in the QT circuit. The phototransistor, our light controlled current
valve, will control how quickly the capacitor loses its charge. More light means quicker
capacitor discharge, while less light will have slower discharge. The Propeller’s job will be to
measure the discharge time, and report that as a light measurement.
Parts
(1) Phototransistor
(1) 0.01 µF capacitor (labeled 103)

(1) 0.1 µF capacitor (labeled 104)
(1) 220  resistor (red-red-brown)
Build the circuit as shown in Fig. 6-4. You can simply replace the photoresistor with
phototransistor.

Figure 6-4 The schematic of the Charge Transfer (QT) circuit
Make sure the phototransistor leg under the case's flat spot is plugged into GND.
 Click the New Project button.
 Navigate to … MECH104_yourname folder.
 Type Sense Light Test as Project Name.
 When SimpleIDE opens a new project as Sense Light Test, type the following program:
/*
Sense Light.side
Display light sensor levels.
*/
#include "simpletools.h"

// Include simpletools

int main()
{
while(1)
{
high(2);
pause(1);
int t = rc_time(2, 1);
print("t = %d\n", t);
pause(100);
}
}

// main function
// Endless loop
//
//
//
//
//

Set P2 high
Wait for circuit to charge
Measure decay time on P2
Display decay time
Wait 1/10th of a second

 Try casting various levels of shade over the phototransistor, and note how the darker it
gets, the larger the measurement gets.
 First, high(2) makes P2 send a 3.3 V high signal. Just as this type of signal can make
an I/O pin deliver current to turn on the light, it can also deliver current to charge the
capacitor. The pause(1) call gives the I/O pin time to charge the capacitor.
 After that, int t = rc_time(2, 1) sets the variable t equal to the value returned
by the rc_time function. This function from the simpletools library is designed to set

an I/O pin to input, and then measure how long it takes for the voltage on that I/O pin to
decay past the 1.65 V logic threshold.
 The logic threshold is the dividing line between 1 and 0 for a Propeller input. Do you
remember when you pressed a pushbutton and got a 1, or released it and got a 0? When
the button was pressed, its I/O pin saw 3.3 V, well above 1.65 V, so the Propeller
reported 1. Likewise, when the button was released, the I/O pin saw 0 V, well below
1.65 V, so the Propeller reported 0.
 Here, as soon as the voltage the circuit applies to the I/O pin decays to 1.65 V, the
rc_time function stops tracking time and returns its time measurement. That time
measurement gets stored in the t variable, and then displayed by print.





The C, B, and E labels in the phototransistor schematic in Fig. 6-4 stand for collector, base,
and emitter. These are the terminals of a transistor called a bipolar junction transistor, or
BJT.
The amount of current entering the base terminal controls how much current passes from C
to E. Tens to hundreds of times the current entering B is what the transistor conducts from C
to E. By removing the wire and placing the transistor in a clear case, the base terminal acts
like a small solar collector, supplying current to the B terminal. More light means more
current into B, and therefore lots more current conducted from C to E.
If you use a capacitor that’s 10 times as large, your decay measurements will take ten times
as long. So, the value rc_time returns will be 10 times larger.

Set Volts
D/A conversion may be used to make the LED lights on the Propeller BOE brighter or
dimmer. In Chapter 2 Lights On-Lights Off, the Propeller is programmed to output 3.3 V on an
I/O pin to turn a LED on, and to output 0 V to turn a LED off. The Propeller can also be
programmed to switch an I/O pin between 0 and 3.3 V very rapidly, in a pattern that delivers an
average output voltage anywhere between 0 V and 3.3 V. These duty-modulation patterns,
called duty-modulation signals, change the average "on" time for the LEDs which our eyes will
interpret as different levels of brightness.
Circuit
You can do this kind of duty-modulation D/A conversion for LEDs on P26 and P27 LEDs
built into the Propeller BOE as shown in Fig. 6.5. On the Propeller BOE, P26 and P27 are also
connected to filter and amplifier circuitry that converts the duty-modulated D/A signals into
steady voltages. Those voltages are then available at the D/A sockets, D/A0 and D/A1. These
sockets are useful for other circuits that might need a specific steady voltage but draw a varying
amount of current. You can use the board's A/D converter to measure the voltages you set on
the D/A sockets.

Figure 6-5 Schematic diagram





Click the New Project button.
Navigate to … MECH104_yourname folder.
Type SetVolts as Project Name.
When SimpleIDE opens a new project as SetVolts, type the following program:
/*

SetVolts.c
Set D/A0 to 2.5 V and D/A1 to 1 V. */
#include "simpletools.h" // Include simpletools
int main() // main function
{
dac_ctr(26, 0, 194); // D/A ch 0 -> 2.5 V to D/A 0
dac_ctr(27, 1, 75); // D/A ch 1 -> 1 V to D/A 1
}

 Click the Run with Terminal button.
 Verify that the P26 LED is brighter than the P27 LED.
dac_ctr(26, 0, 194)
 The dac_ctr(26, 0, 194) call has three parameters: pin, channel, and
dacVal. Pin is the Propeller I/O pin that you want to send the D/A signal, and this
example uses 26.
 The channel parameter allows you to select one of two counter modules (0 or 1) in a
Propeller core (also called a cog) to generate the duty-modulation signal. This example
uses channel 0.
 The dacVal parameter (8 bit) allows you to set the voltage as the number of 256ths of
3.3 V. This example uses 194, so it is expected that D/A1 sends 194/256ths of 3.3
V. That's 2.5 V because 194/256 * 3.3 V ≈ 2.5 V.
 Next, the dac_ctr(27, 1, 78) call sends a D/A signal with P27, channel 1, and
D/A1 gets 78/256ths of 3.3 V ≈ 1 V.

Chapter 7 Digital Display with 7-Segment LED [2, 7]
A 7-segment display is rectangular block of 7 lines of equal length that can be lit selectively
to display digits and some letters. A very common form is the 7-segment LED display, a package
with a rectangular block of 7 LEDs. Fig. 7-1 shows part drawings of the 7-segment LED display
(HGC5613HG or MAN3980A) and you will use them in activities of this chapter. It is assumed
that you will use HGC5613HG, but the sample codes are easily modified for MAN3980A. It has
one additional LED, a dot that can be used as a decimal point. Each of the segments (A through
G) and the dot contains a separate LED, which can be controlled individually.
Most of the pins have a number along with a label that corresponds with one of the LED
segments. Pin 5 is labeled DP, which stands for decimal point. Pins 3 and 8 are labeled “common
cathode”, and they will be explained when the schematic for this part is introduced.

HGC5613HG

MAN3980A

Figure 7-1 7-Segment LED Display Part Drawing and Pin Map
Fig. 7-1 is an example of a pin map. A pin map contains useful information that helps you
connect a part to other circuits. Pin maps usually show a number for each pin, a name for each
pin, and a reference. As shown in Fig. 8-1, each pin is numbered, and the name for each pin is
the segment letter next to the pin. The reference for this part is its overall appearance. You know
by looking at the top of the display that pin 1 is closest to the lower-left corner of the display.
Other parts have more subtle references, such as the flat spot on a regular LED’s case.
Fig. 7-2 shows a schematic of the LEDs inside the 7-segment LED display. Each LED anode
is connected to an individual pin. All the cathodes are connected together by wire inside the part.
Because all the cathodes share a common connection, the 7-segment LED display can be called a
“common cathode” display. By connecting either pin 3 or pin 8 of the part to GND, you will
connect all the LED cathodes to GND.

Figure 7-2 7-Segment Schematic
BUILDING AND TESTING THE 7-SEGMENT LED DISPLAY
7-Segment LED Display Test Circuits
Parts
(1) 7-segment LED display
(5) Resistors – 1 k(brown-black-red)
(5) Jumper wires

Figure 7-3 Test Circuit Schematic for the ‘A’ Segment LED Display.
The nc stands for not connected or no-connect. It indicates that a particular pin on the 7
segment LED display is not connected to anything. The  at the end of the pin also means not
connected. Schematics sometimes use just the  or just the nc.
 With power disconnected from your Propeller BOE, build the circuit shown in Fig. 7-3.
 Reconnect power and verify that the A segment emits light.
 Disconnect power, and modify the circuit by connecting the resistor to the B LED input.
 Reconnect power and verify that the B segment emits light.

 Using the pin map from Fig. 7-1 as a guide, repeat these steps for segments C through G.
Fig. 8-4 shows the digit ‘3’ hardwired into the 7-segment LED display.

Figure 7-4 Hardwired Digit ‘3’





Build and test the circuit shown in Fig.7-4, and verify that it displays the number three.
Draw a schematic that will display the number two on the 7-segment LED.
Build and test the circuit to make sure it works. Trouble-shoot if necessary.
Repeat for the letter ‘A’.

CONTROLLING THE 7-SEGMENT LED DISPLAY
In this activity, you will connect the 7-segment LED display to the Propeller BOE, and then
run a simple program to test and make sure each LED is properly connected. Each individual
LED in the 7-segment display needs a resistor between it and the Propeller’s I/O pin.
Parts
(1) 7-segment LED display
(8) Resistors – 100 (brown-black-brown) or 220 Ω resistors (red-red-brown)
(5) Jumper wires
(It’s best to use resistors of the same value so all the segments light up evenly.)
Fig. 7-5 shows the wiring diagram for this Propeller BOE controlled 7-segment LED display
example.
Parallel Device: The 7-segment LED display is called a parallel device because you have to use
more than one I/O line at a time to send data (high and low information) to the device. In the
case of this 7-segment LED display, it takes 8 I/O pins to instruct the device what to do.

Parallel Bus: The wires that transmit the high()/low() signals from the Propeller BOE to
the 7-segment LED display are called a parallel bus. Note that these wires are drawn as parallel
lines in Fig. 7-5.

Figure 7-5 Propeller BOE Controlled 7- Segment LED Display Schematic
Programming the 7-Segment LED Display Test
The high()/low()commands will accept a variable as a pin argument. To test each
segment, one at a time, simply place the high()/low() commands in a loop, and use the
index to set the I/O pin, high, then low again.
 Click the New Project button.
 Navigate to … MECH104_yourname folder.
 Type SegmentTestWithHighLow as Project Name.
 When SimpleIDE opens a new project as SegmentTestWithHighLow, type the
following program:
//
SegmentTestWithHighLow.c
#include "simpletools.h" // Include simple tools
int main() // Main function
{
while(1)
{
for(int i = 8; i <= 15; i++)
{
high (i);
pause(1000);
low(i);
}
} // end while
} //end main

 Verify that every segment in the 7-segement LED display lights briefly, turning on and
then off again.
 Record a list of which segment each I/O pin controls.
 Comment out low(i) command.
 Run the modified program and observe the effect.
DISPLAYING DIGITS





Click the New Project button.
Navigate to … MECH104_yourname folder.
Type Seven Segment Display Test as Project Name.
When SimpleIDE opens a new project as Seven Segment Display Test, type the
following program:
/*
Seven Segment Display Test.c
Display digits on a 7-segment (common cathode) LED display.
*/
#include "simpletools.h" // Include simpletools
int main() // main function
{
set_directions(15, 8, 0b11111111); // P15...P8 -> output
while(1)
{
set_outputs(15, 8, 0b11100111); // 0 -> 7-segment display
pause(500);
set_outputs(15, 8, 0b10000100); // 1
pause(500);
set_outputs(15, 8, 0b11010011); // 2
pause(500);
set_outputs(15, 8, 0b11010110); // 3
pause(500);
set_outputs(15, 8, 0b10110100); // 4
pause(500);
set_outputs(15, 8, 0b01110110); // 5
pause(500);
set_outputs(15, 8, 0b01110111); // 6
pause(500);
set_outputs(15, 8, 0b11000100); // 7
pause(500);
set_outputs(15, 8, 0b11110111); // 8
pause(500);
set_outputs(15, 8, 0b11110110); // 9
pause(500);
} // end of while
} //end of main



First, the code sets all the pins between 8 and 15 to outputs
with set_directions(15, 8, 0b11111111). Next, the code outputs a 0 with
the command set_outputs(15, 8, 0b11100111). If you look through the rest





of the code, you can see that each digit has its own binary representation. The number 1,
for example, is represented as 0b10000100. If you investigate more closely, you’ll
notice the binary digits correspond to I/O pins, in reverse order, from 15 to 8. So the
binary representation for the number 1 sets pins 15 and 10 to high. If you look at the
schematic, you’ll notice that pin 15 is connected to segment B and pin 10 is connected to
segment C. Referring to the diagram below, you’ll see that together, segments B and C
make up the number 1.
7-segment LEDs can also be used to display letters. You may already have seen
examples of this on CD/DVD players, calculators, or microwaves. Although every letter
of the English alphabet can be represented (in capital and/or lowercase form) using a
single device, some letters are a bit more difficult to display in an easily recognizable
way.
The capital letter “A”, for example, is easy to display using 0b11110101 as one of your
outputs’ binary representations in SimpleIDE (try it!). Alternatively, letters like “w” or
“k” require a bit more imagination to represent using only a single 7-segment LED; often
it takes LEDs with more segments or two, side-by-side devices to accurately display
them.

void set_direction( int pin, int direction)
Set an I/O pin to a given direction.
This function sets an I/O pin to either output or input.
Parameters
pin
I/O pin number.
direction
I/O pin direction.
void set_directions(int endPin, int startPin, unsigned int
pattern)
Set directions for a contiguous group of I/O pins.
Set directions values in a contiguous group of bits in the cog's output register.
Parameters
endPin
The highest numbered pin.
startPin
The lowest numbered pin.
pattern
Value containing the binary bit pattern. The value for startPin should be in
bit-0, next in bit-1, etc.
void set_output(int pin, int state)
Set I/O pin output register bit to either 1 or 0.
This function focuses on the I/O pin's output register. If you intend to use it to send high or low
signals, consider using high or low functions. This function can also be used in conjunction with
set_direction to send high or low signals.
Parameters
pin
I/O pin to set high or low.

state

1 for high, 0 for low (when pin is actually set to output, which can be done with
setDirection.

void set_outputs(int endPin, int startPin, unsigned int
pattern)
Set output states for a contiguous group of I/O pins.
Set output states of a contiguous group of bits in the cog's output register.
Parameters
endPin The highest numbered pin.
startPin The lowest numbered pin.
Pattern Value containing the binary bit pattern. The value for startPin should be in bit-0,
next in bit-1, etc. DISPLAYING DIGITS
Try This
Instead of referencing each number individually, a better method to display numbers on a 7segment display is to store each binary value in an array and then reference them later in the
code. Here, we use a for loop to do just that.
 Click the Save Project As button.
 Type Seven Segment With Array as Project Name.
 Modify the main function of Seven Segment Display Test.c as:
/*
Seven Segment With Array.c
Display digits on a 7-segment (common cathode) LED display.
*/
#include "simpletools.h" // Include simpletools
int main() // main function
{
int n[] = {0b11100111, 0b10000100, 0b11010011,0b11010110,
0b10110100, 0b01110110, 0b01110111, 0b11000100,
0b11110111, 0b11110110};
char s[9];
set_directions(15, 8, 0b11111111); // P15...P8 -> output
pause(1000);
for(int i = 0; i < 10; i++)
{
set_outputs(15,8,n[i]);
print("n[%d] displayed.\n",i);
pause(500);
}
} //end of main

Chapter 8 Frequency and Sound Frequency and Sound [2, 7]
Most of the electronic beepers you hear during your daily routine are made by
microcontrollers connected to speakers. The microcontroller creates these beeps by sending rapid
high/low signals to various types of speakers. The rate of these high/low signals is called the
frequency, and it determines the tone or pitch of the beep. Each time a high/low repeats itself, it
is called a cycle. You will often see the number of cycles per second referred to as Hertz, and it
is abbreviated Hz. For example, one of the most common frequencies for the beeps that help
machines get your attention is 2 kHz. That means that the high/low signals repeat at 2000 times
per second.
Introducing the Piezoelectric Speaker
You will experiment with sending a variety of signals to a common, small, and inexpensive
speaker called a piezoelectric speaker (piezo-speaker). Its schematic symbol and part drawing are
shown in Fig. 8-1.

Figure 8-1 Piezoelectric Speaker Schematic Symbol and Part Drawing
BUILDING AND TESTING THE SPEAKER
Speaker Parts
(1) Piezoelectric speaker
(2) Jumper wires
Building the Piezoelectric Speaker Circuit
The negative terminal of the piezoelectric speaker should be connected to GND, and the
positive terminal should be connected to an I/O pin. The Propeller BOE will then be
programmed to send high/low signals to the piezoelectric speaker’s positive terminal.

Figure 8-2 Piezoelectric Speaker Circuit Schematic Diagram
When a guitar string vibrates, it causes changes in air pressure. These changes in air pressure
are what your ear detects as a tone. The faster the changes in air pressure, the higher the pitch,

and the slower the changes in air pressure, the lower the pitch. The element inside the
piezoelectric speaker’s plastic case is called a piezoelectric element. When high/low signals are
applied to the speaker’s positive terminal, the piezoelectric element vibrates, and it causes
changes in air pressure just as a guitar string does. As with the guitar string, your ear detects the
changes in air pressure caused by the piezoelectric speaker, and it typically sounds like a beep or
a tone.
Programming Speaker Control
void freqout(int pin, int msTime, int frequency)
 Use same cog to send square wave of a certain frequency for a certain amount of time.
For set and forget with another cog, try square_wave function instead.
 Parameters
pin
I/O pin that sends the frequency
msTime
Time in ms that the signal lasts
frequency
Frequency of the signal in Hz. Accepts values from 1 Hz to 128000000
Hz (128 MHz).
 Click the New Project button.
 Navigate to … MECH104_yourname folder.
 Type Piezo Beep as Project Name.
 When SimpleIDE opens a new project as Piezo Beep, type the following program:
/*
Piezo Beep.c
Beep a piezo speaker connected to P4.
*/
#include "simpletools.h"
int main() // main function
{
freqout(4, 1000, 3000);
}

// Include simpletools

// pin, duration, frequency

 The freqout function has parameters of pin, msTime, and frequency. The
function call freqout(4, 1000, 3000) sends an alternating high/low signal to pin
4, for 1000 ms (or 1 second), at a frequency of 3000 Hz (3000 times per second).
 Since the speaker is connected to P4, this rapid 3.3 V to 0 V high/low sequence makes
the piezoelectic element in it vibrate 3000 times per second. The result is a high-pitched
tone.

ACTION SOUNDS
Many toys contain microcontrollers that are used to make action sounds. Action sounds tend
to involve rapidly changing the frequency played by the speaker. Action and appliance sounds
have three different components: 1) Pause, 2) Duration, and 3) Frequency.

Action Tones.c demonstrates a few different combinations of pause, duration, and
frequency. The first sequence of tones sounds similar to an electronic alarm clock. The second
one sounds similar to something a familiar science fiction movie robot might say.
The third is more the kind of sound effect you might hear in an old video game.
/*
Action Tones.c
*/
#include "simpletools.h" // Include simpletools
int main() // main function
{
print("Alarm...\n");
pause(100);
freqout(4,500,1500);
pause(500);
freqout(4,500, 1500);
pause(500);
freqout(4,500,1500);
pause(500);
freqout(4,500,1500);
pause(500);
print("Robot reply...\n");
pause(100);
//Robot reply
freqout(4, 100, 2800);
freqout(4, 200, 2400);
freqout(4, 140, 4200);
freqout(4, 30, 2000);
pause(500);
print("Hyperspace...\n");
pause(100);
//Hyperspace
for(int duration = 15; duration >= 1; duration -= 2)
for(int frequency = 2000;frequency <= 2500;frequency += 20)
freqout(4, duration, frequency);

print("\n\nDone\n");
}





The “Alarm” routine sounds like an alarm clock. This routine plays tones at a fixed
frequency of 1.5 kHz for duration of 0.5 s with a fixed delay between tones of 0.5 s.
The “Robot reply” routine uses various frequencies for brief durations.
The “Hyperspace” routine uses no delay, but it varies both the duration and frequency. By
using nested for loops to rapidly change the frequency and duration, you can get some
interesting sound effects.

MUSICAL NOTES AND SIMPLE SONGS
Fig. 8-3 shows the rightmost 25 keys of a piano keyboard. It also shows the frequencies at
which each wire inside the piano vibrates when that piano key is struck.

The keys and their corresponding notes are labeled C6 through C8. These keys are separated
into groups of 12. Each group spans one octave, made up of 7 white keys and 5 black keys. The
sequence of notes repeats itself every 12 keys. Notes of the same letter are related by frequency,
doubling with each higher octave. For example, C7 is twice the frequency of C6, and C8 is twice
the frequency of C7. Likewise, if you go one octave down, the frequency will be half the value;
for example, A6 is half the frequency of A7.
If you have ever heard a singer practice his/her notes by singing the Solfege, “Do Re Mi Fa
Sol La Ti Do”, the singer is attempting to match the notes that you get from striking the white
keys on a piano keyboard. These white keys are called natural keys. A black key on a piano can
either be called sharp or flat. For example, the black key between the C and D keys is either
called C-sharp (C#) or D-flat (Db). Whether a key is called sharp or flat depends on the particular
piece being played, and the rules for that are better left to the music classes.

Figure 8-3 Rightmost Piano Keys and Their Frequencies
The keyboard in Fig. 8-3 uses a method of tuning called equal temperament. The frequencies
are determined using a reference note, then multiplying it by 2(n/12) for values of n = 1, 2, 3, etc.
For example, you can take the frequency for A6, and multiply by 2(1/12) to get the frequency for
A6#. Multiply it by 2(2/12) to get the frequency for B6, and so on. Here is an example of
calculating the frequency for B6 using A6 as a reference frequency:
The frequency of A6 is 1760
2(2/12) = 1.1224
1760  1.224 = 1975.5
1975.5 is the frequency of B6
Programming Musical Notes
 Navigate to … MECH104_yourname folder.
 Type DoReMiFaSolLaTiDo as Project Name.

 When SimpleIDE opens a new project as DoReMiFaSolLaTiDo, type the following
program:
/*
DoReMiFaSolLaTiDo.c
*/
#include "simpletools.h" // Include simpletools
int main() // main function
{
int note[] = {1047, 1175, 1319, 1397,1568, 1760, 1976, 2093};
for(int i = 0; i < 8; i++)
{
freqout(4,500, note[i]);
pause(68);
}
}

 You can also use #define to give your frequencies note names, and then you can use
those note names in your array in place of the numbers. It will make your digital
composing a lot easier.
/* DoReMiFaSolLaTiDo_2.c
*/
#include "simpletools.h" // Include simpletools
#define C6 1047
#define D6 1175
#define E6 1319
#define F6 1397
#define G6 1568
#define A6 1760
#define B6 1976
#define C7 2093
int main() // main function
{
int note[] = {C6, D6, E6, F6, G6, A6, B6, C7};
for(int i = 0; i < 8; i++)
{
freqout(4,500, note[i]);
pause(68);
}
}

Functions with Parameter
We discussed Reusable Functions in Chapter 5. We used functions without passing
parameters for function calls. However, many functions are designed to receive values that they
need to do their jobs. These values are called parameters.
 Click the New Project button.
 Navigate to … MECH104_yourname folder.
 Type FunctionWithParameter as Project Name.
 When SimpleIDE opens a new project as FunctionWithParameter, type the following
program:

/*
Function with Parameter.c
Call a function that displays a value passed to it with a parameter.
*/
#include "simpletools.h" // Include simpletools
void value(int a);
// Function prototype
int main()
// main function
{
value(6);
// Call value function
}
void value(int a)
// value function
{
print("The value is: a = %d\n", a); // Display a single value
}

 First we see the function definition void value(int a). Remember, the void on
the left means this function does not send back a return value to function calls. The
(int a) on the right means that it expects to receive an int value from function
calls.
 In main, the function call value(6) passes the value 6 to the function. The value
function receives the value 6, stores it in the int variable named a. Then, the value
function's code block displays that value with print("The value is: %d\n",
a).

Local variables — The int variable a that gets declared as a parameter in the value
function definition is called a local variable. It is used only inside this function, and memory
is reserved for it only while this function is running. Your program could have other
functions with their own local variables named a. They won't interfere with each other.
Multiple local variables — You can expand a function definition to receive more values by
adding more parameters. Each parameter in a function definition should be separated by a
comma and each needs a unique name.
Function with more than one parameters
 Click the Save Project As button and save your project as Function With Two
Paramets.

 Modify the program using the example below:
/* Function with Two Parameters.c
Call a function that displays a value passed to it with
parameters. */
#include "simpletools.h" // Include simpletools
void value(int a); // Function prototype
void two_values(int a, int b);
int main() // main function
{
value(6); // Call value function
two_values(25, 55);
}
void value(int a) // value function
{
print("The value is: a = %d\n", a); // Display a single value
}
void two_values(int a, int b)
{
print("Two values are: ");
print("a = %d, b = %d\n",a,b);
}

Function with Parameters and Return
Some functions are designed to do a job and send a return value back to the function
call. For example, a function might check a pushbutton and return its state. Or, a function might
receive some values through its parameters, use them in a calculation, and return the answer —
we will try this.
We will also try a neat coding technique: setting a variable as equal to a function call. This is
a quick and efficient way to call a function and get its return value into a variable.
 Click the New Project button.
 Navigate to … MECH104_yourname folder.
 Type FunctionWithParameterAndRetrunValue as Project Name.
 When SimpleIDE opens a new project as FunctionWithParameterAndRetrunValue,
type the following program:
/*
FunctionWithParametersAndReturnValue.c
Pass parameters to a function, let it do its job, and display the
result
it returns.
*/
#include "simpletools.h" // Include simpletools
int adder(int a, int b); // Function prototype

int main() // main function
{
int n = adder(25, 17); // Call adder function
print("adder's result is = %d", n);
// Display adder function
}

result

int adder(int a, int b) // adder function
{
int c = a + b; // Add two values
return c; // Return the result
}

 The adder function’s definition is int adder(int a, int b). The (int a,
int b) part means that a function call to adder must pass two int values. The
int at the beginning means adder will send back, or return, an int value to the
function call.
 Take a close look at the line inside main that sets int n equal to an adder function
call. adder(25, 17) passes those two values to the adder function's a and b
parameters. There, a + b adds the values together, and the result is assigned to a local
variable with int c =. At that point, c = 42.
 return c sends the value of c back to take the place of the original function call in
main. So, int n = adder(25, 17) evaluates to n = 42.
 The next line in main, a print statement, displays the value of n. Your SimpleIDE
Terminal will display "adder's result is 42"

 The function’s parameter list is not your only chance to declare local variables. The
main function's int n =... and the adder function's int c = ... are also
examples of local variables.
 The adder function could have been even shorter. You could replace the two lines in its
code block with return a + b; no need for int c at all.
Memory Functions Can Share
So far, this Propeller C - Functions tutorial has used local variables declared inside of
functions. There are advantages to using local variables, since they only use memory

temporarily while the function using the variable is executing. This can be useful with
microcontrollers, where memory is limited as compared to computers.
Sometimes it is necessary to have variables that more than one function can access and
modify. These shared variables are called global variables. The multicore Propeller can execute
different functions with different cores (also called cogs) at the same time. These functions
operating in parallel can use global variables to exchange information.
The example program below uses a modified version of the adder function from the previous
lesson, but with all local variables replaced with global variables throughout the code.





Click the New Project button.
Navigate to … MECH104_yourname folder.
Type Global Exchange as Project Name.
When SimpleIDE opens a new project as Global Exchange, type the following program:
/*
Global Exchange.c
Functions exchange information with global variables.
*/
#include "simpletools.h" // Include simpletools
void adder(void); // Forward declaration
int a, b, n; // Global variables
int main() // main function
{
a = 96; // Set values of a & b
b = 32;
adder(); // Call adder function
print("n = %d\n", n); // Display result
}
void adder(void) // adder, no parameters or return
{
n = a + b; // Use values of a & b to set n
}

 The adder function definition void adder(void); does not declare parameters or
a return value.
 Next, a, b, and c are declared as global variables. Since they are all the same type, int
variables, they can be declared in a single statement separated by commas.
 Instead, a and b are assigned values in separate statements inside the main function, just
before the adder function call. The code jumps to the adder function, where the result
of a + b is assigned to the global variable n.
 Code execution then resumes on the next line in the main function, a print statement
that displays the value of n.
 Since a, b, and n were all declared before the first function, they were accessible to
all the functions in the program. So, there was no need to pass parameters or return values
between functions.

 In this example, a and b were first assigned values from within the main function.
However, that could have been done right in the original declaration, like this: int a
= 96, b = 32, n;
 Global variables take more memory, but using them can make code execute faster in
some cases. Setting up and releasing memory for local variables takes a little bit of
time. If your project uses lots and lots of local variables, these bits of time can add up.
 The terms local and global describe a variable's scope, the context in which the variable
can be used validly in a program.
 Do not put int (or any other variable type) in front of a global variable while using it
inside a function! That would create a local variable with the same name, but only that
function would use it. It might not have the same value as the same-named global
function, and changes made to the local variable's value would not be stored in the global
same-name function.
Multicore Approaches
Propeller microcontroller has eight processors (called cores or cogs, numbered 0 through 7)
and can be used more than one core at the same time. You will learn how to write a function
specifically so it can be launched into another core. You will also know how to pass data
between processes running in different cores.
Simple Multicore
In all of our example programs, the main function automatically launches into cog 0. Many
Propeller C libraries automatically launch other cogs to handle tasks for you, behind the
scenes. You can also write your own function and launch it to run in another cog using
cog_run.
The example below shows the simplest use of the cog_run function. Here, the main
routine running in cog 0 executes the cog_run function call, causing the blink function to
run in cog 1.

int* cog_run(void(*)(void *par) function, int stacksize)
 Run a function's code in the next available cog (processor).
 cog_run is designed to make launching application level functions (typically from the
main file) quick and easy. All you have to do is pass a pointer to a function with no return
value or parameters along with the number for extra memory to reserve. The value
returned can be used to shut down the process and free up memory and a cog later by
passing it to cog_end.
 Parameters
*function pointer to a function with no parameters or return value. Example, if your
function is void myFunction(), then pass &myFunction.
stacksize Number of extra int variables for local variable declarations and call/return
stack. This also needs to cover any local variable declarations in functions that
your function calls, including library functions. Be liberal with extra stack
space for prototyping, and if in doubt, 40 to whatever value you calculate.
 Returns
*coginfo Address of memory set aside for the cog. Make sure to save this value in a
variable if you intend to stop the process later with cog_end or check which cog the
process was launched into with cog_num.
The cog_run function itself needs two parameters:
 &function, which is the address of the function you want to launch (&blink in this
example)
 stackSize, a value to set aside additional memory called stack space for the cog to perform
its computations (10 in this example).
A function launched with cog_run:
 Cannot require parameters passed to it
 Cannot return a value
 Should have all its instructions inside a while(1) loop, unless your program is also
going to deliberately stop the cog (which we'll do next in the Stopping Cogs lesson)
 Should not contain a print, scan, or other function call that uses the SimpleIDE
Terminal, unless your program is going to specifically manage that with additional
functions (which we'll do in the Print from a Different Cog lesson)
So, let's try it! We'll use the Activity Board's built-in LEDs on P26 and P27.
 Click the New Project button.
 Navigate to … MECH104_yourname folder.
 Type Cog Run Example as Project Name.
 When SimpleIDE opens a new project as Cog Run Example, type the following
program:
/*
Cog Run Example.c
Run function that blinks a light with another cog continuously.
*/
#include "simpletools.h" // Library include

void blink(); // Forward declaration
int main() // Main function
{
cog_run(&blink, 10); // Run blink in other cog
}
void blink() // Blink function for other cog
{
while(1) // Endless loop for other cog
{
high(26); // P26 LED on
pause(100); // ...for 0.1 seconds
low(26); // P26 LED off
pause(100); // ...for 0.1 seconds
}
}

 Inside the main routine is just one statement: cog_run(&blink, 10). This
launches the function defined at address &blink. It also provides a stack
space of 10 32-bit memory locations used for performing calculations while executing the
instructions in the blink code block.
 Below the main routine is the blink function itself, written to be launched into another
cog without any fuss. Note that it has an empty parameter list and void return type. Its
code block is entirely inside a while(1) loop, so it will keep on blinking that P26 LED
until the power shuts off. If those four instructions were not in a loop, they would
execute just once and the cog would shut down, but without releasing its resources. This
would make the cog and its stack space unavailable for other uses afterward.
 Stack Size - how much? 10 is the bare minimum value you would want to use for the
stackSize parameter. If you were to add more instructions to the blink function's code
block, you would need to increase it. Add 1 for every local variable used, 2 for each
function called, and 1 for each parameter and each return value used by the functions
called.
 Print from one cog at a time, please! Print, scan and other functions that interact
with the SimpleIDE Terminal can only run in one cog at a time. Usually, it is most
convenient to call print and other such functions from the main routine, even if they
need to print values updated by other cogs, as we do in this example. But, if you want to,
you can Print from a Different Cog as well.
Add Another Function, Run it in Another Cog
Let’s expand the Cog Run Example program so that it blinks the P27 LED at a different
rate, using another cog. The process is fairly simple: just add a second function and pass it to
cog_run. You will need a second forward declaration for that function, and also a second cog
pointer for shutting the cog back down.
 Click the Save Project As button and save your project as Another Cog Run.
 Modify the program using the example below:
//
Another Cog Run.c
#include "simpletools.h" // Library include
void blink(); // Forward declaration

void blink2();
int main() // Main function
{
cog_run(&blink, 10); // Run blink in other cog
cog_run(&blink2, 10);
}
void blink() // Blink function for other cog
{
while(1) // Endless loop for other cog
{
high(26); // P26 LED on
pause(100); // ...for 0.1 seconds
low(26); // P26 LED off
pause(100); // ...for 0.1 seconds
}
}
void blink2()
{
while(1)
{
high(27);
pause(250);
low(27);
pause(250);
}
}

 Okay, so blinking two LEDs does not seem so amazing. Yet, notice that one LED blinks
on/off every 100 ms, and the other blinks on/off every 223 ms.
 Now, can you imagine writing code to do that from a single processor? Imagine that the
on times were different from the off times for each LED. And then imagine adding six
more LEDs, each with unique on and off times.
 This example is simple, but it shows how multi-processing can make a group of timingsensitive tasks easier to do.
Your Turn
Just to prove that three cogs are really running different processes at the same time, let's have
the original cog do something more than launch the other two cogs.
 The main routine of Another Cog Run, add three print statements: one before, one
between, and one after the cog_run function calls, with the phrases shown below.
 Click Run with Terminal to make sure your code works as expected.

Stopping Cores
Now, let's use cog_end to stop the launched function.
void cog_end (int *coginfo )




End function code running in another cog that was launched with cog_run.
This function uses the value returned by cog_run to stop a function running in another
cog and free the stack space cog_run allocated with its stacksize parameter.
Parameters
*coginfo
the address returned by cog_run.

Cog_End Example
 Open Cog Run Example and save your project as Cog End Example.
 Modify the program using the example below:
//
Cog End Example.c
#include "simpletools.h" // Library include
void blink(); // Forward declaration
int main() // Main function
{
int *cog = cog_run(&blink, 10); // Run blink in other cog
pause(3000); // Wait until other cog blinks LED
cog_end(cog); //Stop other cog
}
void blink() // Blink function for other cog
{
while(1) // Endless loop for other cog
{
high(26); // P26 LED on
pause(100); // ...for 0.1 seconds
low(26); // P26 LED off
pause(100); // ...for 0.1 seconds
}
}

 Verify that the P26 LED blinks for 3 seconds, then stops.
 The cog_run function provides a return value. In this example, a local variable is
declared with int *cog = in front of cog_run(&blink, 10); to capture
it. The asterisk * indicates cog is a pointer, meaning that the value it holds is
actually the address of a memory location. This is the place where the cog_run function
call set aside stack space and recorded the ID number of the core it launched.
 Next, pause(3000) makes the main routine idle for 3 seconds. Meanwhile, the P26
LED is blinking since the blink function is being executed by another core.
 Next comes the function call cog_end(cog); The cog_end function's parameter
uses the cog_run's return value cog. Remember that cog is the memory address that






stores the ID number of the core that was launched. So, cog_end can use the address
get the ID number and shut the cog down.
 The blink function itself is below the main routine. Even though its code block is
inside a while(1) loop, it is not executed infinitely. That is because the core running
blink was shut down by the cog_end function call made by the core running the
main routine.
Always use cog_end to shut down a function that is no longer needed, whether or not it is
using a while(1) loop. This frees up the core and stack space for re-use by another
cog_run function call later in the program, and prevents unexpected results.
The technique above, where *cog is declared locally and used by cog_end within the
same function (in this case the main function), uses fewer bytes than declaring *cog
globally.
Delcaring *cog globally allows it to be used with cog_end by any function in the
application, including those running in other cores. It costs a few bytes more of code size, but
frees the main routine from the task (a great advantage of multiprocessing).

Try This
 Modify the program Cog End Example by adding a line to declare *cog globally as
shown below:

/* Cog End Example.c */
#include "simpletools.h" // Library include
void blink(); // Forward declaration
int *cog; // cog as global variable
int main() // Main function
{
cog = cog_run(&blink, 10); // Run blink in other cog
// pause(3000); // Wait until other cog blinks LED
// cog_end(cog); //Stop other cog
}
void blink() // Blink function for other cog
{
for(int n= 1; n <= 15; n++)
{
high(26); // P26 LED on
pause(100); // ...for 0.1 seconds
low(26); // P26 LED off
pause(100); // ...for 0.1 seconds
}
cog_end(cog);
}

Cores Sharing Data
Functions can share information with global variables instead of with parameters. Code
running in different cogs can use this technique to exchange information as well. There is just
one extra detail: when you declare global variables for cores to share, you have to precede each
one with the keyword volatile. So instead of int globalVar, the declaration would be
volatile int globalVar.

This example program declares a global volatile variable named dt, that allows the
main function to control the blink function’s LED on/off rate. The main function sets the
value of dt, and then the blink function uses dt to set its pause times between high/low
instructions.
 Click the New Project button.
 Navigate to … MECH104_yourname folder.
 Type Cog Info Exchange as Project Name.
 When SimpleIDE opens a new project as Cog Info Exchange, type the following
program:
/*
Cog Info Exchange.c
Example of two cogs exchanging information with a volatile global
variable. The main function in cog 0 changes the value; and it affects
the blink function's rate running in cog 1.
*/
#include "simpletools.h" // Library include
void blink();
int *cog;
volatile int dt;

// Forward declaration
// For storing process ID
// Declare dt for both cogs

int main() // Main function
{
dt = 100;
// Set value of dt to 100
cog = cog_run(&blink, 10); // Run blink in other cog
pause(2000);
// Let run for 2 s
dt = 50;
pause(2000);
cog_end(cog);

// Update value of dt
// New rate for 2 s
// Stop the cog

}
void blink()
{
while(1)
{
high(26);
pause(dt);
low(26);
pause(dt);
}
}

// Function for other cog
// Endless loop
//
//
//
//

LED on
...for dt ms
LED off
...for dt ms

 It declares a global volatile int variable dt. Since it is declared outside of any
functions it is global, and therefore available to all of the functions in the program. Since
it is volatile, it can be used by functions running in different cores with confidence.
 First thing inside the main routine, dt is initialized to 100. Next, a call to cog_run
launches the blink function in another cog. The blink function uses dt in the
parameter of its pause functions to set the blink rate of the P26 LED. The call
pause(2000) in the main routine means nothing else happens in that core for 2
seconds, while another core blinks the P26 LED on/off every 100 milliseconds.

 The next bit of code lets the main routine change what's happening in the other cog. At
first, the variable dt is assigned a new value of 50. Since dt is a volatile global
variable, the blink function running in that other core is affected immediately — its
pause(100) calls become pause(50) calls and the P26 LED starts blinking twice
as fast. After another 2-second pause, the main routine shuts down the core running the
blink function with cog_end(cog).


volatile - this keyword tells the C compiler not to perform any optimizations on statements
with that variable. Optimizations are actions the compiler can take to make code execute
faster and/or take less memory by removing "unused" code. For example, the compiler
might see a function that just prints a variable without performing other operations on
it. Since the function does not change the variable's value, the compiler might remove code
to re-check the value before printing. But, if another function in another core also updates
that variable, the wrong value may be used if it is not re-checked before printing. The
volatile keyword prevents such unintended consequences.

Another Cog Info Exchange
 Click Save Project As, and save a copy of your program as Another Cog Info Exchange
for Project Name.
 When SimpleIDE opens a new project as Another Cog Info Exchange, type the
following program:
//

Another Cog Info Exchange.c

#include "simpletools.h" // Library include
void blink(); // Forward declaration
int *cog; // For storing process ID
volatile int dt; // Declare dt for both cogs
volatile int reps;
int main() // Main function
{
dt = 100; // Set value of dt to 100
reps = 0; // count reps from 0
cog = cog_run(&blink, 10); // Run blink in other cog
pause(2000); // Let run for 2 s
print("reps = %d \n", reps);
dt = 50; // Update value of dt
reps = 0; // count reps from 0 again
pause(2000); // New rate for 2 s
print("reps = %d \n", reps);
cog_end(cog); // Stop the cog
}
void blink() // Function for other cog
{
while(1) // Endless loop
{
reps++;

high(26); // LED on
pause(dt); // ...for dt ms
low(26); // LED off
pause(dt); // ...for dt ms
}
}

 SimpleIDE terminal shows the output as:

Print from a Different Core
Up to now, all of our example programs that use print statements have done so from the
main routine, which starts executing in cog 0. This quick lesson shows you how to print from
different cores.
The trick is that only one core at a time can use the SimpleIDE Terminal connection, and
must be closed before being opened in another.
 Click the New Project button.
 Navigate to … MECH104_yourname folder.
 Type Print from Other Cores as Project Name.
 When SimpleIDE opens a new project as Print from Other Cores, type the following
program:
/* Print from Other Cores.c */
#include "simpletools.h" // Library include
void other(); // Forward declaration
void another();
int *otherCog; // For storing process ID
int *anotherCog;
int main() // Main function
{
print("Cog 0 has the Talking stick first... \n");
simpleterm_close();
otherCog = cog_run(&other, 20);
}
void other() // Function for other cog
{
simpleterm_open();
print("... and now the other cog has it.\n");
simpleterm_close();
anotherCog = cog_run(&another, 10);
cog_end(otherCog);

}
void another()
{
simpleterm_open();
print("...and now yet another cog has it. \n");
simpleterm_close();
cog_end(anotherCog);
}

 The output looks like:



Printing Values Takes Stack Space — Printing a simple text string from another core
doesn't require much stack space. But, if you want your launched core to check the value
of global variables, use them in operations with local variables, and print the results, you
are going to need a bigger stack! If your print statement doesn't appear with the
answers as desired, try increasing the stack space in that core's cog_run function call.



Making the Serial Connection Takes Time — If you find that not all of your print
statements are showing up as they should, try adding pause(100); right after each
instance of simpleterm_open. Your particular computer might need a moment to
make the serial terminal connection.

The Brighness Control for the built-in LEDs (P26 and P27)
void dac_ctr ( int pin, int channel, int dacVal )
 Set D/A voltage.
 Launches process into another cog for up to two channels of D/A conversion on any I/O
pin. Other libraries may be available that provide D/A for more channels. Check
SimpleIDE/Learn/Simple Libraries/Convert for options.
 This library uses another cog's counter modules (2 per cog) to perform duty modulation,
which is useful for D/A conversion. The digital signal it generates will affect LED
brightness. The signal can be passed through a low pass RC filter for digital to analog
voltage conversion. Add an op amp buffer if it needs to drive a load.
 Default resolution is 8 bits for output voltages ranging from 0 V to (255/256) of 3.3 V.
 General equation is dacVal * (3.3 V/2^bits)
 Default is 8 bits, which results in dacVal * (3.3 V/ 256), so dacVal specifies the number
of 256ths of 3.3 V. You can change the resolution with the dac_ctr_res function.
Parameters
pin

I/O pin number.

channel Use 0 or 1 to select the cog's CTRA or CTRB counter modules, which are used
for D/A conversion.
dacVal Number of 256ths of 3.3 V by default. Use a value from 0 (0 V) to 255 .
#include "simpletools.h"
int main()
{
for(int i = 0; i <= 250; i += 5)
{
dac_ctr(27, 1, i);
pause(250);
}
for(int i = 250; i >= 0; i -= 5)
{
dac_ctr(27, 1, i);
pause(250);
}
}

Chapter 9 Digital Potentiometer [2, 7]
The integrated circuit is a tiny silicon chip that is contained inside the black plastic or
ceramic case. Depending on the chip, it may have anywhere between hundreds and millions of
transistors. A transistor is the basic building block for integrated circuits, and you will have the
opportunity to experiment with a transistor in this chapter. Other familiar components that are
designed into silicon chips include diodes, resistors and capacitors.
There are thousands of integrated circuits designed to be used with microcontrollers.
Sometimes different integrated circuit manufacturers make chips that perform the same function.
Sometimes each chip’s features differ slightly, and other times, the chips are identical, but one
might cost a little less than the other. Each one of the thousands of different integrated circuits
can be used as a building block for a variety of designs.
Companies publish information on how each of their integrated circuits work in documents
called datasheets that are published on the web site. These manufacturers also publish application
notes, which show how to use their integrated circuit in unique or useful ways that make it easier
to design products. The integrated circuit manufacturers give away this information in hopes that
engineers will use it to build their chip onto the latest projects such as must-have toy or
appliance. If thousands of toys are sold, it means the company sells thousands of their integrated
circuits.
In this chapter, you will experiment with a transistor, and a special-purpose integrated
circuit called a digital potentiometer. As mentioned earlier, the transistor is the basic building
block for integrated circuits. It is also a basic building block for lots of other circuits as well. The
digital potentiometer also has a variety of uses. Keep in mind that for each activity you have
done, there are probably hundreds of different ways that you could use each of these integrated
circuits.
CONTROL CURRENT FLOW WITH A TRANSISTOR
You may use a transistor as a way to control the current passing through an LED. You can
use the LED to monitor the current since it glows more brightly when more current passes
through it and less brightly when less current passes through it.
Introducing the Transistor
Fig. 9-1 shows the schematic symbol and part drawing of the 2N3904 transistor. There are
many different types of transistors. This one is called NPN, which refers to the type of materials
used to manufacture the transistor and the way those materials are layered on the silicon. The
best way to get started thinking about a transistor is to imagine it as a valve that is used to control
current. Different transistors control how much current passes through by different means. This
transistor controls how much current passes into C (collector) and back out of E (emitter). It uses
the amount of current allowed into the B (base) terminal to control the current passing from C

through E. With a very small amount of current allowed into B, a current flow of about 416 times
that amount flows through the transistor into C and out of E.

Figure 9-1 2N3904 Transistor
INTRODUCING THE DIGITAL POTENTIOMETER
In this activity, you will use an integrated circuit potentiometer that is digitally adjusted. You
will then program the Propeller BOE to adjust the digital potentiometer, which will in turn adjust
the LED’s brightness in the same way the manual potentiometer did.
Digital Potentiometer
Fig. 9-2 shows a pin map of the digital potentiometer. This chip has 8 pins, four on each side
that are spaced to make it easy to plug into a breadboard (1/10 inch apart). The manufacturer
places a reference notch on the plastic case so that you can tell the difference between pin 1 and
pin 5. The reference notch is a small half-circle in the chip’s case. You can use this notch as a
reference for the pin numbers on the chip. The pin numbers on the chip count upwards,
counterclockwise from the reference notch.

Figure 9-2 AD5220 Pin Map
Here is a summary of each of the AD5220’s pins and functions:
1. CLK – The pin that receives clock pulses (low-high-low signals) to move the wiper
terminal.
2. U/D – The pin that receives a high signal to make the wiper (W1) terminal move towards
A1, and a low signal to make it move towards B1. This pin just sets the direction, the

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

8.

wiper terminal does not actually move until a pulse (a low – high – low signal) is sent to
the CLK pin.
A1 – The potentiometer’s A terminal.
GND – The ground connection.
W1 – The potentiometer’s wiper (W) terminal.
B1 – The potentiometer’s B terminal.
CS – The chip select pin. Apply a high signal to this pin, and the chip ignores all control
signals sent to CLK and U/D. Apply a low signal to this pin, and it acts on any control
signals it receives.
Vdd – Connect to +3.3 V.

Digital Pot Controlled Transistor Parts
(1) Transistor – 2N3904
(2) Resistors – 100 kΩ(brown-black-yellow)
(1) LED – any color (Do not use the built-in LED in p26 and p27)
(1) Digital potentiometer – AD5220
Building the Digital Potentiometer Circuit
Fig. 9-3 shows a circuit schematic with the digital potentiometer used in place of a manual
potentiometer. The Propeller BOE can control the digital potentiometer by issuing control
signals to P5 and P6.

Figure 9-3 Digital Potentiometer Controlled Transistor Circuit Schematic
Programming Digital Potentiometer Control
void pulse_out(int pin, int time)
1. Transmit a pulse with an I/O pin.
2. Default time increments are specified in 1 microsecond units. Unit size can be changed
with a call to set_io_dt function. The pulse will be positive if the I/O pin is
transmitting a low signal before the call. The pulse will be negative if it transmits a high
signal before the call. When the pulse is done, the pin returns to whatever state it was in

before the pulse. If the pin was an input, it will be changed to output and use whatever
value was in the output register bit for the pin. This defaults to low on start-up, but you
can pre-set it while leaving the pin set to input with the set_output function (or check
it with get_output).
3. Parameters
pin
I/O pin number.
time Amount of time the pulse lasts
Imagine that the knob on the manual potentiometer has 128 positions. Imagine also that the
potentiometer is in the middle of its range of motion. That means you could rotate the knob one
direction by 63 steps and the other direction by 64 steps.
Let us say you turn the potentiometer’s knob one step clockwise. The LED will get only
slightly brighter. This would be the same as sending a high signal to the AD5220’s U/D pin and
sending one pulse (high-low-high) to the CLK pin.
high(5);
pulse_out(6,1);

Imagine next that you turn your manual potentiometer 3 steps counterclockwise. The LED
will get a little bit dimmer. This would be the same as sending a low signal to the U/D pin on the
AD5220 and sending three pulses to the CLK pin.
low(5);
for (int i = 0; i <= 2; i++)
{
pulse_out(6,1);
pause(1);
}

Imagine next that you turn the potentiometer all the way clockwise. That is the same as
sending a high signal to the AD5220’s U/D pin and sending 65 pulses to the CLK pin.
Now the LED should be shining brightly.
high(5);
for (int i = 0; i <= 64; i++)
{
pulse_out(6,1);
pause(1);
}

Finally, imagine that you turn your manual potentiometer all the way counterclockwise.
The LED should emit no light. That is the same as sending a low signal to the U/D pin, and
applying 128 pulses to the CLK pin

low(5);
for (int i = 0; i <= 127; i++)
{
pulse_out(6,1);
pause(1);
}

Example Program: DigitalPotUpDown.bs2
This example program adjusts the potentiometer up and down, from one end of its range to
the other, causing the LED to get gradually brighter, then gradually dimmer.
 Click the New Project button.
 Navigate to … MECH104_yourname folder.
 Type DigitalPotUpDown as Project Name.
 When SimpleIDE opens a new project as DigitalPotUpDown, type the following
program:
/* DigitalPotUpDown.c */
#include "simpletools.h" // Include simpletools
int main()
{
while(1)
{
low(5);
for(int i = 0; i <= 127; i++)
{
pulse_out(6,1);
pause(10);
}
high(5);
for(int j = 0; j <= 127; j++)
{
pulse_out(6,1);
pause(10);
}
}
}

Your Turn – Changing the Rate and Condensing the Code
You can increase or decrease the rate at which the LED gets brighter and dimmer by
changing the pause command’s Duration argument.
 Modify and re-run the program using pause(25) and note the difference in the rate
that the LED gets brighter and dimmer.
 Repeat for pause(5).
You can also use a command called toggle to make this program simpler. toggle
changes the state of a Propeller BOE I/O pin. If the I/O pin was sending a high signal,
toggle makes it send a low signal. If the I/O pin was sending a low signal, toggle makes it
send a high signal.

unsigned int toggle(int pin )
 Toggle the output state of the I/O pin.
 Change I/O pin's output state from low to high or high to low. This function assumes that
some other function has already set the I/O pin to output.
 Parameters
pin
I/O pin number.
Returns
The new pin state.
 Click the Save Project As button and save your project as
DigitalPotUpDownWithToggle.
 Modify the program using the example below:
/* DigitalPotUpDownWithToggle.c
*/
#include "simpletools.h" // Include simpletools
int main()
{
low(5); //changed its position outside of while
while(1)
{
for(int i = 0; i <= 127; i++)
{
pulse_out(6,1);
pause(25);
}
toggle(5);
//use toggele to change the state of pin 5
}
}

Looking Inside the Digital Potentiometer
Fig. 9-4 shows a diagram of the potentiometer inside the AD5220. The AD5220 has 128
resistive elements, each of which is 78.125 Ω(nominal value). All 128 of these add up to 10 kΩ.
Between each of these resistive elements is a switch, called a tap. Each switch is actually a
group of transistors that are switched on or off to let current pass or not pass. Only one of these
switches can be closed at one time. If one of the upper switches is closed (like pos. 125, 126, or
127), it seems to have the manual potentiometer knob turned most or all the way clockwise. If
pos. 0 or 1 is closed, it is like having a manual potentiometer turned most or all the way
counterclockwise.
Imagine that Pos. 126 is closed. If you want to set the tap to 125, (open pos. 126 and close
pos. 125), set U/D low, then apply a pulse to CLK. If you want to set the tap to Pos 127, set U/D
high, and apply 2 pulses. If you want to bring the tap down to 1, set U/D low, and apply 126
pulses.

Figure 9-4 Inside the AD5220

Chapter 10 Getting Started with the Parallax Serial LCD [3, 7]
Half-Duplex Serial
Half-duplex serial communication is what the Propeller microcontroller sends to the
Propeller BOE’s serial-to-USB converter chip every time you use a print statement to send a
message to the SimpleIDE Terminal. The term "half-duplex" means that the system is either
sending or receiving, but not both. In contrast, "full-duplex" means that the system can send and
receive at the same time.
Half-duplex serial communication is also useful for communicating with a variety of
devices. The Parallax Serial LCD (Liquid Crystal Display) and RFID (Radio-Frequency
IDentification) Reader are two examples. This lab will show you how to use serial
communication to send messages to the Parallax Serial LCD.
Set Up
Baud rate indicates the number of 1/0 values per second a serial signal transmits and/or
receives. The code example that comes with SimpleIDE sends values commands to the Parallax
Serial LCD at a baud rate of 9600 bits per second (bps). The Parallax serial LCD has 3 baud rate
settings, 2400, 9600, and 19200 with a chart underneath that indicates the switch settings for
each.
 Set the LCD’s baud rate switches to 9600 by setting switch 1 to OFF, and switch 2 to ON
(Fig. 10-1).

Figure 10-1. Baud Rate Switches to self-test mode
Circuit
The code example that comes with SimpleIDE happens to use P12 for communication. Keep
in mind that the Propeller chip can use any I/O pin for either half or full-duplex serial
communication.
 Connect the serial LCD as shown in the schematic/wiring diagram (Fig. 10-2).

Figure 10-2. Schematic and Wiring Diagram
Test Code
The test code turns the display on, clears it, and then displays the message “Hello LCD!!!”
(Fig. 10-3)






Figure 10-3. Text Display
Click the New Project button.
Navigate to … MECH104_yourname folder.
Type Hello Serial LCD as Project Name.
When SimpleIDE opens a new project as Hello Serial LCD, type the following
program:
/*

Hello Serial LCD.c

*/

#include "simpletools.h"
serial *lcd;
const int ON = 22;
const int CLR = 12;
int main()
{
lcd = serial_open(19, 19, 0, 9600);
writeChar(lcd, ON);
writeChar(lcd, CLR);
pause(5);
dprint(lcd, "Hello LCD!!!");
}

 Click the Load RAM & Run button (
).
 Verify that the LCD displays “Hello LCD!!!”
How it Works












The simpletools library has a #include in it for simpletext, which has built-in halfduplex serial functions. To use these functions, your application has to declare serial
*deviceNickname for every different serial device the application needs to
communicate with.
In this example, there is just one device that is declared with serial *lcd. In the
main function, lcd = serial_open(19, 19, 0, 9600) sets the Propeller
chip’s receive pin (19), its transmit pin (also 19), the communication mode (0), and the
baud rate (9600 bits per second).
The serial_open function also allocates memory for a serial data structure that stores
all these settings as well as the actual serial data. The serial_open returns the
starting address of this memory, which gets stored in lcd. From this point forward, code
can use lcd with functions like dprint and writeChar to specify which serial
connection to send/receive data.
For example, writeChar(lcd, ON) sends the value 22 to the lcd. Likewise,
print(lcd, “Hello LCD!!!”) sends the “Hello LCD!!!” string to the lcd.
The serial *lcd declaration is global since it is made before any functions. This is
useful because it allows any function in the application to pass the lcd device nickname
in calls to simpletext functions like dprint and putChar.
The two constant declarations are values from the Parallax Serial LCD’s product
documentation. This document has a list of values that can be sent to the LCD to make it
perform a variety of tasks. In addition to turning the display on (22) and clearing it (12),
there are commands for cursor positioning, custom character definition and display, and
even playing musical notes on the LCD’s built-in piezospeaker. Here's a list of some of
some more basic control characters:
o
12 for clearing the display (requires PAUSE 5 to complete)
o
13 for carriage return
o
21 for turning the LCD off
o
22 for turning the LCD on
It's usually a good idea to turn the display on and clear it with the control character 12
before displaying characters.

Displaying Numbers
 Click the Save Project As button and save your project as LCDTestNumbers.
 Modify the program using the example below:
/*
LCDTestNumbers.c */
#include "simpletools.h"
serial *lcd;
const int ON = 22;
const int CLR = 12;
int main()
{
lcd = serial_open(19, 19, 0, 9600);
writeChar(lcd, ON);
writeChar(lcd, CLR);
pause(5);
for(int i = 0; i <= 12; i++)

{
dprint(lcd, "%d ", i);
pause(500);
}
}


Verify that the display resembles Fig. 10-4.

Figure 10-4. Display Numbers
Control Characters for Cursor Positioning
The LCD's control characters are different from the print command's control characters. For
example, HOME, and CRSRXY just do not have the same effect they do with the SimpleIDE
Terminal. The LCD documentation's Command Set section lists all the valid control characters
for the LCD; here are a few more examples from the list:
•
8 Cursor left
•
9 Cursor right
•
10 Cursor down (bottom line will wrap to top line)
•
128 to 143 Cursor to line 0, position 0 to 15
•
148 to 163 Cursor to line 1, position 0 to 15
The values from 128 to 143 and 148 to 163 are particularly useful. Fig.10-5 shows where
these values will place the cursor. You can use values from 128 to 143 to place the cursor at
characters 0 to 15 on the top line of the LCD. Likewise, you can use values from 148 to 163 to
place the cursor on characters 0 to 15 of the bottom line.

Figure 10-5. Text Display

 Click the Save Project As button and save your project as LCDCursorPositioning.
 Modify the program using the example below:
/*

LCDCursorPositioning.c

*/

#include "simpletools.h"
serial *lcd;
const
const
const
const

int
int
int
int

ON = 22;
CLR = 12;
LINE1 = 128;
LINE2 = 148;

int main()
{
lcd = serial_open(19, 19, 0, 9600);
writeChar(lcd, ON);
writeChar(lcd, CLR);
pause(5);
dprint(lcd, "Hello LCD!!! ");
writeChar(lcd, LINE2 + 4);
int n = 123;
dprint(lcd, "n = %d",n);
}


Verify that the display resembles Fig. 10-6.

Figure 10-6 LCD display with cursor control
Messages to the serial LCD and the SimpleIDE terminal
 Similar messages can be sent to the serial LCD and terminal using the device functions.
 The simpleterm_close function shuts down all the services that are provided by
default, so print, putChar and other functions stop working after this call.
 Next, a second half-duplex serial connection to the terminal can be created.
 The example here uses serial *term and term = serial_open(31, 30,
115200).
 So now there are two device nicknames, lcd and term, and they can be used to tell
functions like dprint, writeChar, writeStr and writeDec to communicate with
either the terminal or the LCD.
 For example, if you want to send a serial message to the LCD, you can use
dprint(lcd, …. If you instead want to send a message to the terminal, use
dprint(term, ….

 Click the Save Project As button and save your project as
MessagestoLCDandTerminal.
 Modify the program using the example below:
/*

MessagestoLCDandTerminal.c

*/

#include "simpletools.h"
serial *lcd;
serial *term;
const int ON = 22;
const int CLR = 12;
int main()
{
simpleterm_close();
lcd = serial_open(19, 19, 0, 9600);
term = serial_open(31, 30, 0, 115200);
writeChar(lcd, ON);
writeChar(lcd, CLR);
pause(5);
writeChar(term, CLS);
dprint(lcd,"Hello LCD!!!");
writeChar(lcd,148); dprint(lcd, "L");
writeChar(lcd, 151); dprint(lcd,"I");
writeChar(lcd,154); dprint(lcd,"N");
writeChar(lcd,157); dprint(lcd,"E");
writeChar(lcd,160); dprint(lcd, "-");
writeChar(lcd, 163); dprint(lcd,"2");
dprint(term, "Hello SimpleIDE Terminal!!!!");
}

Chapter 11 4x4 Matrix Membrane Keypad (Polling) [4]
Key Specifications:
 Maximum Rating: 24 VDC, 30 mA
 Interface: 8-pin access to 4x4 matrix
 Operating temperature: 32 to 122 °F (0 to 50°C)
 Dimensions:
Keypad, 2.7 x 3.0 in (6.9 x 7.6 cm)
Cable: 0.78 x 3.5 in (2.0 x 8.8 cm)

Figure 11.1 4x4 Matrix Membrane Keypad
Matrix keypads in Fig. 11-1 use a combination of four rows and four columns to provide
button states to the host device, typically a microcontroller. Underneath each key is a pushbutton,
with one end connected to one row, and the other end connected to one column. These
connections are shown in Figure 11-2.
In order for the microcontroller to determine which button is pressed, it first needs to pull
each of the four columns (pins 1-4) either low or high one at a time, and then poll the states of
the four rows (pins 5-8). Depending on the states of the columns, the microcontroller can tell
which button is pressed. For example, say your program pulls all four columns low and then
pulls the first row high. It then reads the input states of each column, and reads pin 1 high. This
means that a contact has been made between column 4 and row 1, so button ‘A’ has been
pressed.

Figure 11.2. Matrix Keypad Connections

Figure 11.3. Connection Diagrams
If you would like to display the button states of the 4×4 Matrix Membrane Keypad with the
SimpleIDE, you need a fundtion to read keypad. After you get the keypad states from
keypadVal() function, you need to have if…else if statements to display on the
terminal.

int keypadVal()
{
int keypad=0;
set_directions(7,0,0b11110000);
set_outputs(7,4,0b1000); //Set first row high
pause(5);
keypad = get_states(7,0); //Check columns
if(keypad & 0xF) return keypad;
set_outputs(7,4,0b0100);
pause(5);
keypad = get_states(7,0);
if(keypad & 0xF) return keypad;
set_outputs(7,4,0b0010);
pause(5);
keypad = get_states(7,0);
if(keypad & 0xF) return keypad;
set_outputs(7,4,0b0001);
pause(5);
keypad = get_states(7,0);
if(keypad & 0xF) return keypad;
return 0;
}

unsigned int get_state( int pin)

Check the state of an I/O pin without setting it to input.
Use this function instead of input if the Propeller needs to maintain an output. For example,
you can use this to monitor another cog's or counter's output signal activity on a pin. (Note: if
the pin is already set to input, it will return the state the external circuit is applying, just like
input.)
Parameters
pin
Number of the I/O pin
Returns the pin's state.
If the pin is an output, 1 = 3.3 V and 0 = 0 V. If the pin is an input, 1 means V > 1.65 V, 0
means it's less.
unsigned int get_states(int endPin, int startPin)

Get states of a contiguous group of I/O pins. This works the same as getState(), but for a
group of pins. It tells you the actual state of each pin, regardless of whether it is a voltage
applied to input or transmitted by an output.
Parameters
endpin
startPin

The highest numbered pin.
The lowest numbered pin.

Returns states value containing the binary bit pattern. The value for startPin should be in bit-0, next
in bit-1, etc.

Bitwise Operators in C/C++ [5]

In C, following 6 operators are bitwise operators (work at bit-level)


& (bitwise AND): Takes two numbers as operands and does AND on every bit of two
numbers. The result of AND is 1 only if both bits are 1.



| (bitwise OR) Takes two numbers as operands and does OR on every bit of two numbers.
The result of OR is 1 any of the two bits is 1.
^ (bitwise XOR) Takes two numbers as operands and does XOR on every bit of two
numbers. The result of XOR is 1 if the two bits are different.
<< (left shift) Takes two numbers, left shifts the bits of the first operand, the second operand
decides the number of places to shift.
>> (right shift) Takes two numbers, right shifts the bits of the first operand, the second
operand decides the number of places to shift.
~ (bitwise NOT) Takes one number and inverts all bits of it






Chapter 12 Using Infrared Sensor [6, 7]
Object Detection Using Infrared
Infrared:
Infra means “below,” so Infra-Red (IR) is light (or electromagnetic radiation) that has lower
frequency, or longer wavelength than red light. Our IR LED and detector work at 980 nm
(nanometers) which is considered near infrared. Night-vision goggles and IR temperature
sensing use far infrared wavelengths of 2000 - 10,000 nm, depending on the application.
Color
Violet
Blue
Green
Yellow
Orange
Red
Near infra-red
Infra-red
Far infra-red

Wavelength
400 nm
470
565
590
630
780
800-1000
1000-2000
2000-10,000nm

The IR LEDs, as shown in Fig. 12-1, emit infrared, and in some cases, the IR reflects off
objects, and bounces back. The IR detectors can be used for the eyes of the robot. The IR
detectors send signals to the Propeller BOE indicating whether or not they detect IR reflected off
an object. The brain of a device, the Propeller BOE, makes decisions based on this input.

Figure 12-1 Object Detection with IR
The IR detectors have built-in optical filters that allow very little light except the 980 nm IR
that we want to detect onto its internal photodiode sensor. The IR detector also has an electronic
filter that only allows signals around 38.5 kHz to pass through. In other words, the detector is

only looking for infrared flashed on and off at 38,500 times per second. This prevents
interference from common IR interference sources such as sunlight and indoor lighting. Sunlight
is continuous interference (0 Hz), and house lighting tends to flash on and off at either 100 or
120 Hz, depending on the main power source in the country where you reside. Since 120 Hz is
way outside the electronic filter’s 38.5 kHz band pass frequency, it is, for all practical purposes,
completely ignored by the IR detectors.
The freqout Command
Since the IR detectors only see IR signals in the neighborhood of 38.5 kHz, the IR LEDs
have to be flashed on and off at that frequency. A 555 timer can be used for this purpose, but the
555 timer circuit is more complex and less functional than the circuit we will use. For example,
the method of IR detection introduced here can be used for distance detection, whereas the 555
timer would need additional hardware to do distance detection.
An interesting scheme, which made the 555 timer scheme unnecessary, uses the freqout
command without the RC filter that is normally used to smooth the signal into a sine wave. Even
though the highest frequency freqout is designed to send is 32768 Hz, the unfiltered
freqout output contains a harmonic with useful properties for a 38.5 kHz IR detector. More
useful still is the fact that you can use a command such as freqout(pin, duration,
38500) to send a 38.5 kHz harmonic that the IR detector will detect.
Fig. 12-2 shows (a) the signal sent by the command freqout(pin, duration,
27036). Electronic filters can detect components of this signal called harmonics. The
freqout signal’s two dominant low frequency harmonics are shown in Fig. 12-2 (b) and (c).
Fig. 12-2 (b) shows the fundamental harmonic, and Fig. 12-2(c) shows the third harmonic of the
freqout signal. The third harmonic can be controlled directly by entering commands such as
freqout(pin, duration, 38500) (instead of 27036) for 38.5 kHz, or freqout for
40 kHz, etc.
The IR detector only sends the low signal indicating that it has detected an object while it is
receiving the 38.5 kHz IR. Otherwise, it sends a high signal. Fortunately, it takes the detector
long enough to rebound from its low output state that the Propeller BOE can capture the value.
The reason that the detector’s output takes so long to rebound is related to its tendency toward
slower responses when it receives a signal with unequal high and low times, of which the signal
in Fig. 12-2 (a) has many.

Figure 12-2 Unfiltered pulses sent by freqout(pin, duration, 27036)
Building and Testing the New IR Transmitter/Detector

Figure 12-3 Schematics for the parts
One IR pair (IR LED and detector) is mounted on one corner of the breadboard. Fig. 12-4
shows the IR circuit as a schematic and build the circuit.
Testing the IR Pairs
The key to making each IR pair work is to send 1 ms of unfiltered 38.5 kHz freqout
harmonic followed immediately by testing the signal sent by the IR detector and saving its output
value. The IR detector’s normal output state when it sees no IR signal is high. When the IR
detector sees the 38500 Hz harmonic sent by the IR LED, its output will drop from high to low.
Of course, if the IR does not reflect off an object, the IR detector’s output simply stays high. The
program ‘IR Pairs Display’ shows an example of this method of reading the detectors.

Figure 12-4 Schematic Diagram





Click the New Project button.
Navigate to … MECH104_yourname folder.
Type Test IR Detector as Project Name.
When SimpleIDE opens a new project as Test IR Detector, type the following program:
/*
Test IR Detector.c
*/
#include "simpletools.h" // Include simpletools
int irDetect; // Global variables
int main() // main function
{
while(1) // Main loop
{
freqout(7, 1, 38500); // IR LED light
irDetect = input(8); // Check IR detector
print("%c irDtect = %d\n", HOME,irDetect);
// Display detector states
pause(100); // Pause before repeating
}
}

 While the program is running, point the IR detectors so nothing nearby could possibly

reflect infrared back at the detectors. The best way to do this is to point the IR pairs on
BOE up at the ceiling. The print output should display irDetect value as equal to “1.”
 By placing your hand in front of an IR pair, it should cause the SimpleIDE Terminal
display for that detector to change from “1” to “0.” Removing your hand should cause
the output for that detector to return to a “1” state.

 If the IR pair passed all these tests, you are ready to move on; otherwise, check your
program and circuit for errors.
The command freqout(7, 1, 38500) sends the on-off pattern shown in Fig. 12-2 via
IR LED circuit by causing it to flash on and off rapidly. The harmonic contained in this signal
either bounces off an object, or not. If it bounces off an object and is seen by the IR detector, the
IR detector sends a low signal to I/O pin P8. Otherwise, the IR detector sends a high signal to P8.
Determining Distance Using Frequency Sweep
In general, a frequency sweep is what you do when checking your favorite radio stations. Set
the station for one frequency, and check the output. If you do not like the song that is playing,
change the frequency and check the output again.
Testing the Frequency Sweep
The Propeller BOE can be programmed to send different IR frequencies, and to check for
object detection at each frequency. By keeping track of the frequencies for which the IR detector
reported an object, its distance can be determined. The left axis of the graph in Fig.12-5 shows
how the sensitivity of the IR detector’s electronic filter decreases as it receives frequencies
greater than 38.5 kHz. The filter essentially causes the IR detector to become less able to detect
IR at these frequencies. Another way to think about it is that you have to move an object closer
if you want it to be detected at a less sensitive frequency. Since the detector is less sensitive, it
will take brighter IR (or a closer object) to make the detector see the signal.

Figure 12-5: Testing Frequency Sweep

The left axis of the graph in Fig. 12-5 compares IR frequency to the relative sensitivity of the
IR detector. The right side of the graph shows how the relative sensitivity of the IR detector
relates to distance detection. As detector sensitivity decreases with the increase in frequency, the
object must be closer for the IR signal to be detected. Why closer? When the detectors are made
less sensitive by sending higher frequencies, it is like giving them darker and darker lenses to
look through. Just as a flashlight beam appears brighter when reflected off an object that is
closer to you, IR reflected off a closer object appear brighter to the IR detectors.
The right axis of Fig.12-5 shows how different frequencies can be used to indicate in which zone
a detected object is located. By starting with a frequency of 38.5 kHz, whether or not an object
is in Zone 1-5 can be determined. If an object is not yet detected, it must be beyond the detector
limit (Zone 0). If an object is detected, by testing again at 39.25 kHz, the first datum about
distance is collected. If 38.5 kHz is detected the object but 39.25 kHz did not, the object must be
in Zone 1. If the object was detected at both frequencies, but not at 40.5 kHz, we know it is in
Zone 2. If all three frequencies detected the object, but it was not detected at 41.75 kHz, we
know it is in Zone 3. If all four frequencies detected the object, but not 42.5 kHz, we know it is
in Zone 4. If all the frequencies detected the object, we know it is in Zone 5.
The frequency sweep technique works fairly well, and the components are only a fraction of
the cost of common IR distance sensors. The trade off is that the accuracy of this method is also
only a fraction of the accuracy of common IR distance sensors. For basic tasks that require some
distance perception, such as one robot following another robot, this interesting technique does
the trick. Along with adding low-resolution distance perception to the senses of devices, it also
provides an introduction to the concepts of filters and frequency response.
Programming the IR Distance Gage
 Click the Save Project As button and save your project as IR Distance Gage.
 Modify the program using the example below:
/*
IR Distance Gage.c
*/
#include "simpletools.h" // Include simpletools
int irDetect[] = {0,0,0,0,0}; // Global variables
int IR_freq[] = {37500,38500,39250,40500,42500};
int main() // main function
{
int zone;
while(1) // Main loop
{
for(int i = 0; i < 5; i++)
{
freqout(7, 1, IR_freq[i]); // Left IR LED light
irDetect[i] = !input(8);
// Check IR detector
//and reverse 1 to 0 (0 to 1)
}
pause(100);
for(int j = 4; j >= 0; j--)
{
if(irDetect[j] == 1) //check the first non-zero

{
zone = j;
break;
}
}
print("zone = %d\n", zone);
pause(100);
}
}

When the BOE with IR sensor is placed facing a nearby wall (3 to 5 cm), the SimpleIDE
Terminal should display something. As the BOE is moved closer to and further from the wall,
the numbers displayed by the SimpleIDE Terminal should change (increase and decrease).
 Place the BOE so that it faces the wall with its IR LEDs about 1 cm away from the wall.
The sensor readings should both be at “4.” If not, make sure each IR detector is facing in
the same direction as its IR LED.
 Gradually back the BOE away from the wall. As the BOE is moved away from the wall,
the sensor reading should gradually decrease to “0.”
The Propeller BOE can be programmed to send different IR frequencies, and to check for
object detection at each frequency. By keeping track of the frequencies for which the IR detector
reported an object, its distance can be determined. The left axis of the graph in Fig.12-5 shows
how the sensitivity of the IR detector’s electronic filter decreases as it receives frequencies
greater than 38.5 kHz. The filter essentially causes the IR detector to become less able to detect
IR at these frequencies. Another way to think about it is that you have to move an object closer
if you want it to be detected at a less sensitive frequency. Since the detector is less sensitive, it
will take brighter IR (or a closer object) to make the detector see the signal.

Appendix Propeller Board of Education(BOE) [3]

Figure A.1(a) Propeller BOE Functional Description (Top View)

Figure A.1(b) Propeller BOE Functional Description (Bottom View)

(1) External Power Inputs
The 9 V battery clip and 2.1 mm center-positive jack are two of the Propeller BOE’s three
power input options. The board will accept 4 VDC to 16 VDC from either of these inputs.
These input ports are useful for robots and other remote applications where the application
continues to run when it’s not connected to, and drawing power from, its USB programming
port (the third option, see (5)).
(2) Multicore Propeller Microcontroller System
• 64 KB I2C EEPROM for non-volatile program and data storage
• 8 core Propeller microcontroller
• 3.3 V, 460 mA voltage regulator
• 5.00 MHz crystal oscillator
The Propeller provides the EEPROM’s I2C (Inter-Integrated Circuit) clock through I/O pin
P28, and communicates with its I2C data line through I/O pin P29. The Propeller
microcontroller can multiply the 5.0 MHz crystal oscillator signal by up to 16 for a system
clock frequency of 80 MHz.
(3) VGA Video Output Port
This is a convenient port for Propeller microcontroller applications that display data and
graphics on devices with VGA inputs, such as certain computer monitors and televisions.
Signals are applied to the VGA driver circuits by running jumper wires from Propeller I/O
pin sockets (15) to VGA inputs on the 2x10 socket (18).
(4) Electret Microphone (electret is formed of elektr- from "electricity" and -et from "magnet")
This microphone is connected to Propeller I/O pins 20 and 21 through a sigma-delta circuit (a
low-pass RC filter with negative feedback). Propeller applications can use the RC circuit to

measure the microphone’s voltage output with sigma analog to digital conversion. This is
useful for basic sound recording and analysis.
(5) USB Port
In addition to loading programs from the PC into the Propeller microcontroller, the USB port
can also be used for serial over USB communication with a terminal, as a conduit for
debugging software, and as a 5 V power input. For power, the USB Port is input current
limited to between 450 mA and 500 mA. This prevents any unexpected responses from USB
2.0 ports to current draws from motors, wiring mistakes, etc.
(6) Stereo Output Jack
This 1/8” jack is useful for speech synthesis, music, and other audio applications. I/O pins
P26 (right channel) and P27 (left channel) are hardwired to the low-pass filter, amplifier and
coupling capacitor circuits that can drive headphones, ear-buds, speakers with built-in
amplifiers, or line level inputs.
(7) MicroSD Socket
This socket is useful for applications that use a microSD card. With common sizes of 1 to 32
GB, these cards are great for applications where there is more data than can conveniently be
stored in the Propeller chip’s 32 KB of RAM or the board’s 64 KB EEPROM. Examples
include:
• Extended memory model (XMM) C language programs
• Multiple Spin program application images that can be boot-loaded
• Large lookup tables
• Record and playback of audio files
• Data logging
This socket is hardwired to I/O pins: P22 - DO (data out); P23 - CLK (clock); P24 - DI/CD
(data in and card detect); P25 - /CS (active low chip select).
(8) XBee Digital RF Module Socket
This socket accommodates most XBee wireless modules and is useful for applications where
the Propeller Board of Education is part of an XBee wireless network. Possible applications
include robot team sports, remote data logging, and wireless message exchange with
computer that has an XBee connected (XBee module + adapter or compatible USB XStick).
NOTE: This socket does not support XBee Wi-Fi.
(9) Power Switch
This 3-position switch can select between system power off (position-0), system power on
(position-1), and system power + servo power on (position-2); see Servo Ports (17) for more
details.
(10) Reset Button
It provides a mechanical means of restarting the Propeller microcontroller’s program. Press
and hold to keep the microcontroller in reset, press and release to reset and allow the
Propeller to load the program in EEPROM.

(11) Digital to Analog Converter
Propeller applications can use this 10-bit analog to digital converter (ADC) to monitor analog
inputs labeled A0, A1, A2, and A3 on (13). This ADC was chosen because it can share the
I2C bus with the board’s 64 KB external EEPROM memory, which keeps more I/O pins
available for general purpose use. With a 400 kHz clock (Fast I2C), it supports sampling
rates up to 25 kHz and supports common low bandwidth measurements like DC and 3 phase
signals. This ADC has a 5.0 V reference, so it reports voltage measurements in units of
1024ths of 5 V.
(12) Digital to Analog Indicator Lights
Yellow LEDs vary in brightness with duty modulated digital to analog signals. These lights
are primarily a visual indicator of the output voltage at DA sockets (13), but they also
indicate stereo output jack (6) signal activity.
(13) GND, DA, AD Sockets
• GND Sockets – common ground for the system
• Digital to Analog DA0, DA1 o Output voltage range: 0 to 3.3 V
 DA0 is the digital to analog voltage from P26 after it has passed through a low-pass
filter and buffer amplifier (but before it has passed through the coupling capacitor to
the stereo output jack’s right speaker channel).
 DA1 is the same as DA0, but the duty modulated signal is provided by P27.
• Analog to Digital AD0..AD3 o Input voltage range: 0 to 5 V
(14) Breadboard
Solderless breadboard with 0.1” pin spacing for circuit prototyping. This breadboard has 34
5-socket rows arranged in 2 columns. The columns are separated by a valley in the middle.
(15) Propeller I/O P0..P15
Socket access to P0..P15, conveniently located to the left of the breadboard (14) and close to
the 2x10 socket header (18). Jumper wires can be used to connect these I/O pins to circuits
on the breadboard, or to the 2x10 socket header’s VGA, XBee, Propeller, and serial over
USB features.
(16) + Supply Sockets
The positive 3.3 V and 5 V supply sockets are positioned along the top of the breadboard,
making it convenient to jumper supply voltage to circuits built onto the breadboard.
(17) Servo Ports
These ports are convenient for connecting servos and other peripherals, such as the PING)))
Ultrasonic Distance Sensor and Parallax Serial LCD. Each servo port has a label printed
above it indicating which I/O pin will communicate with the peripheral. Labels indicating the
GND (ground), PWR (power) and SIG (signal) pins for each port are along the right.
Each pair of servo ports has power selection pins with a jumper shunt to its immediate left.
Each pair of ports can be set to 5 V by placing the jumper over the pair of pins closer to the
5V label, or to unregulated input voltage from the external power inputs by placing it over
the pair of pins closer to the VIN label.

When the jumper for a given pair of ports is set to 5 V, that pair of ports will receive
regulated 5 V power whenever the Power Switch (9) is set to 2. If the jumper for a pair of
servo ports is set to VIN, that pair of servo ports will receive power so long as a power
source is connected to either the 9 V battery clip or the 2.1 mm barrel jack and the power
switch is set to 2.
(18) 2x10 Socket Access—J5 Header
The J5 header is just to the left of the Propeller I/O P0..P15 header (14) making it convenient
to connect Propeller I/O pins to built-in LEDs, VGA, XBee, and serial-over-USB flow
control signals, as well as certain Propeller chip inputs. See the J5 Header table on page 8 for
more information on each socket.
VGA Sockets
The VGA sockets are connected to active-high, color-coded LEDs and buffered inputs that
drive the VGA Video Output Port (3) channels. The inputs labeled R1 and R0 are red
channel inputs and drive red indicator LEDs. G1 and G0 are green inputs and have green
indicator LEDs, and the B1 and B0 are blue inputs and have blue indicator LEDs. The
horizontal and vertical channel inputs are labeled H and V, and have yellow indicator LEDs.
XBee Sockets
The XBee DO and DI sockets connect to DO and DI sockets on the XBee Digital RF Module
Socket headers (8). Signals applied to these sockets also drive active low LEDs. The DO
socket LED is color-coded blue, and the DI socket LED is color-coded red.
XBee sockets labeled /RTS, ASOC, /CTS, /DTR, /SSI, /RST are connected to sockets of the
same name on the XBee Digital RF Module Socket’s headers (8). As with all the sockets
along the left side of the J5 Header, they do not drive any LEDs.
Propeller Sockets
Most of the socket labels have lines connecting them to categories like VGA, XBee, and
Serial over USB (next to the USB trident). There are two sockets, labeled /RST and XI, that
do not have lines connecting them to category labels. These provide connections to the
Propeller chip’s active-low reset (/RST) and external clock input (XI) pins. A low signal sent
to the /RST line will hold the Propeller chip in reset state, just like holding down the reset
button, and releasing the input to high after a low signal allows the program to load from
EEPROM. The Propeller will also drive this signal low if a brown-out condition is detected.
The XI input is for applications that need to make use of a clock signal other than the
Propeller chip’s internal oscillator or the Propeller Board of Education’s 5 MHz crystal
oscillator. This socket makes it convenient to supply the Propeller chip with a clock signal
from an external source with an active output for any application that might require a custom
system clock frequency.
Serial over USB Sockets
Propeller I/O pin P30 is connected to the PC’s Rx input signal, and P31 is connected to the
PC’s Tx output signal for asynchronous serial communication without flow control. For flow
control, simply run jumper wires between the I/O pins of your choice to the /CTS (clear to

send) and /RTS (request to send) sockets. You will also need to either write or download and
use an object or library that supports serial flow control.
(19) Switching Regulator
The Propeller Board of Education features a SEPIC (single-ended primary inductor
converter) switching capable of delivering regulated 5 V to the system with output currents
up to 3 A and input voltages ranging anywhere from 4 to 16 VDC.
(20) VGA LEDs and XBee LEDs
As mentioned in the (18) 2x10 Socket Access section, the each VGA input has a color-coded
LED:
• R1, R0 (red)
• G1, G0 (green)
• B1, B0 (blue)
• H, V (yellow)
These LEDs will emit light regardless of whether or not the VGA Video Output Port is
connected to a monitor. So, in addition to indicating VGA signal activity (when connected)
these LEDs can be used as indicator lights for non-VGA projects.
The Blue XBee DO and red XBee DI indicator LEDs are useful for monitoring signal
activity between the Propeller chip and XBee module, but can also be used as indicator LEDs
for non-XBee projects. These two LEDs are active-low, so keep in mind that they require a
low (GND = 0 V) signal to turn on and a high (3.3 V) signal to turn off.
Propeller I/O Pin Assignments
I/0 Pin
Function
P0–P15
General-purpose I/O brought alongside breadboard to J2 header
P14–P19 3-pin header signal pins (J4 header, not marked on Rev A, this is the servo port
header above the breadboard)
P20
Microphone sigma-delta input
P21
Microphone sigma-delta feedback
P22
MicroSD card DO (data out)
P23
MicroSD card CLK (clock)
P24
MicroSD card DI (data in)
P25
MicroSD card /CS (active-low chip select)
P26..P27 P26..P27: Duty modulated D/A converter signals go to:
– Logic buffered yellow LED circuits below DA0 and DA1 sockets for
brightness control
– Low-pass filter + op amp buffer with outputs ranging from 0 to 3.3 V:
 To DA0 and DA1 analog outputs on J1
 Through coupling capacitor to stereo outputs
P28..P29 P28 = I2C CLOCK, P29 = I2C DATA
– To 64 KB EEPROM for non volatile program and data storage
– To 10-Bit A/D converter for measurement of voltages at AD0..AD3 sockets
P30
Propeller programming Rx (transmits signal received by FTDI USB to serial
converter’s Rx line)

P31

Propeller programming/debugging Tx (receives signal transmitted by FTDI USB
to serial converter’s Tx line)
J5 Header
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